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Tonight, mostly clear and colder. Low in lower 20s. North
wind 5 mph.
Wednesday, mostly sunny and
cold. High near 40.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush returned home Monday
night from a five-day Asian voyage
that he pronounced a — productive
and rewarding" journey and moved
to take personal command of the
struggle to win confirmation for
John Tower as defense secretary.
In a prepared statement he read
at the foot of the ramp to Air Force
One, Bush said his trip to Japan,
China and South Korea demonstrated that the United States "is

GOLD AWARD WINNER

WORLD — NATIONAL
BEIJING — China's barring of its best-known dissident froml
banquet given by President Bush dramatizes the growing tension
between authorities and intellectuals clamoring for a voice in
modernization.
WASHINGTON — The judge in Oliver North's Iran-Contra trial is
assigning code names to mask the identities of foreign officials and
intelligence operatives the government wants kept secret.
CARACAS, Venezuela — In riots touched off by bus fare
increases. Venezuelans sacked hundreds Of stores, set vehicles ablaze
and traded gunfire with police in the country's worst street violence in
30 years.
CHICAGO -- Mayor Eygene Sawyer, lacking the monolithic support among fellow blacks that twice put Harold Washington in City
Hall, bet his future on blacks voting in today's mayoral primary
against front-runner Richard M. Daley.

STATE
FRANKFORT — The process of adding to the number of Kentucky
counties declared eligible for flood-disaster assistance begins today
With consideration of more requests for damage surveys.
' ACROSS PARTS OF THE STATE — Kentucky has thousands of
acres in strip-mined land that could be used to alleviate crowding at
the nation's busiest airports. an aviation consultant says.
LEXINGTON — University of Kentucky President David Roselle
plans to meet with students regarding a reported racial slur from Board
of Trustee member A.B. "Happy" Chandler.
OWENSBORO — Managers of Kentucky's predominantly healthy
savings and loans are trying to combat the negative image created by
the federal government's efforts to salvage hundreds of failed S&Ls.

SPORTS
IRVING, Texas — Tom Landry carried several pages of notes with
him as he walked into a lecture hall to deliver a farewell message to
his Dallas Cowboys football players.
NEW YORK — Tom Seaver usually pitched a good game. Now
we'll see if he can talk one. Seaver, the 311-game winner and sure Hall
of Famer, is joining NBC as the color commentator on the Game of the
Week.
TORONTO — A federal inquiry into the use of drugs by athletes
opened after Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson was stripped of his
Olympic gold medal, was to resume with testimony expected from his
coach, Charlie Francis.
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TOKYO — Stock prices
plunged across the board on the
Tokyo Stock Exchange today, and
the dollar gained sharply against
the Japanese yen.
The Nikkei Stock Average of
225 selected issues, a 166.72-point
loser Monday, lost another 300.17
points, or 0.94 percent, closing at
31,985.60. On Thursday, it had
closed at a record high of
32,452.49.
Dealers said the federal discount
rate hike in the United States was
the direct cause of the share prices'
drop today.

Nominees for
five chamber
directors are
to be sought

and will remain a Pacific power."
•'It's great to be home. God
bless the United States of America," Bush said in the chilly darkness at Andrews Air Force Base in
suburban Maryland. Vice President
Dan Quayle was on hand to welcome the new president back from
his first overseas voyage.
In his brief statement, the president said he had held "thoughtful
and candid conversations" with
world leaders, including the several

he met with in Japan, where he
attended the funeral of Emperor
Hirohito. From there he went to
China for two days, followed by a
five-hour stopover in Seoul.
"I return tonight pleased with
the progress made toward lasting
and mutually beneficial relatio:1ships,- Bush said. He said work
remains to be done toward encouraging the growth of democracy.
working for human rights, strengthening international alliances and

Murray Today
Obituaries
On Education
Perspective
Sports
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Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

IThe Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce board of
directors put the electorial process
in motion during regular session
Monday night, setting the stage for
the election of five new directors
this spring.
Letters will be sent to all chamber members this week asking them
:o nominate five eligible chamber
members for election, according to
Board President Walt Apperson.
When those letters are returned,
ballots will be sent out naming the
five nominees. Winners should be
determined before the March board
meeting.
Ending their terms as board
members will be president Walt
Apperson, Jo Crass, Harold Doran,
Bill Kopperud, Bill Adams and
Steve Andrus. Apperson
'
will
Murray State University senior Dana Shannon, Paducah, used a window scraper to clear stlio
remain on the board to hold the
car on Olive Boulevard Monday afternoon. The snow closed city and county schools Moncla,
public school systems were back in session today.
eCont'd on page 2)
ifl phot

KDFA board opens door for Japanese bond sale
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson and numerous
other state officials will travel to
Japan next week to sign the papers
on a 10 billion yen bond sale they
say will put Kentucky at the forefront of industrial recruitment.
Officials said the Kentucky
Development Finance Authority
will save approximately S3 million
over the 10-year life of the issue by
selling bonds on Japanese markets
instead of in the United States.
With current exchange rates, the
bond sale is expected to raise

approximately 589 million to be
loaned to industrial prospects for
new plants or expansion.
Finance Secretary L. Rogers
Wells Jr., who has taken the lead
on the project, said the arrangements for the bond sale provide for
no risk to the state and no need for
a General Fund appropriation to
repay the bonds.
The charges on KDFA loans will
repay the bond-holders.
The cost of the bond issue,
including interest and fees to the
numerous banks, law firms and

others associated with it. w1.1
amount to about 10 percent tinnuaily, or S8 million per year, said
James Ramsey, director of the state
Once of Investment and Debt
Management.
The less expensive yen currency
and lower interest rates found in
Japan account for the savings over
the life of the bond issue, Wells
said.
A complicated series of financial
transactions between KDFA and
banks in Japan and New York protects the state from fluctuations in
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New MRI unit
now available
for residents
on Tuesdays
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the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
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5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.
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Bush: Asian trip 'productive and rewarding'

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

151
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(;eorgianna Faverty of Murray is the first patient to have magentic resonance imaging performed for her
medical condition. Technologists use the MR1 to obtain detailed images of specific tissues within the body
without radiation. The mobile unit operates at Murray -Calloway County Hospital every Tuesday offering
advanced medical technology.

A new ditignos
device, MRI
Imaging) is now
he
Murray -Calloway Count\
every Tuesday.
The MRI, a highly sotv
piece ol scanning eguipinci'.t,
a magnetic field ,iistead flridia
non to clearly visualite iniune\ to
soft joint tissue.
The 17 1/2-ton magnet ased :or
the scan utilities radio tgnas ind
computers to provide clear, detailed and accurate images ot specific
tissues within the body without
using radiation.
The MRI equipment is housed in
a mobile unit which is the only
hospital-based MRI in western
Kentucky and one of only six in
the state.
Providing plivsictris with arnattui pee 2)
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Bush...
Con:'d from page 1)
nor do 1 plan to except to say I
haven't wavered one iota and I
don't intend to," he said.
In assessing his trip, Bush also
addressed relations between China
and the Soviet Union, although he
didn't mention Mikhail S. GorbaLtev's springtime visit to Beijing.
"China approaches its thaw with
Ihe Soviets with caution and real-

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1989

ism. We agreed that the Soviets
must be judged not by their rhetoric but by their actions, such as
whether the Soviet Union actually
draws down its military forces
along China's border and persists
in encouraging Vietnam to completely withdraw from Cambodia,"
Bush said.
Bush also said he agreed with
the Chinese that free elections
should be held in Cambodia after
Vietnam occupation ends "under a
coalition government led by Prince

Gov. Wilkinson speaks
to peers on bus safety
1\ ASHINGTON (AP) — KenHe recommended that the govertucky Gov. Wallace Wilkinson nors association consider and adopt
urged his fellow governors Monday a policy statement on school bus
to take steps to improve safety reg- safety at a later meeting.
• alations on school buses in light of
the crash that killed 27 people in
:us state last May.
Wilkinson, addressing the transiiortation committee of the National
-lovernors' Association, said
Conn] from page 1)
'thcre's no question in my mind rating could qualify for loans by
es could have been saved" in securing them with equipment or
:bat accident if more safety equip- real estate.
ment had been installed in the bus.
There are no minimum or maxiHe said Kentucky has taken mum amounts for the loans except
•;;Ts to require inspections, instal- for companies without an "A" rat;n of safety equipment such as ing. For those companies, maxiflush-out windows, and monitoring mum loans of S20 million are
drivers as a result of the crash. expected. Loans of less than SI
"All states need to deal with million could be packaged into a
these issues." Wilkinson said. larger totai. Ramsey said.
-I'm only sorry it took a tragedy
.American companies seeking
to bring it to our attention."
financing will be able to get the
A pickup truck crashed into a money at lower interest rates from
converted school bus on Interstate the KDFA loan, Ramsey said. And
71 near Carrollton, Ky., last lay, all but the largest Japanese compakilling 27 people returning fro a nies will also be able to get cheapchurch outing. The driver of
er money through the agency loans.
pickup truck was charged
"This is better suited for the
murder, drunken driving and ot
smaTler to intermediate size compacharges.
ies," Ramsey said.
Wilkinson said he has found that
The authority can also choose to
32 states do not require checks to subsidize the interest rates it
.•ce fchool bus drivers have crim- charges for the loans.
nial records. and that eight states
The bond issue is structured so
require no training for school bus tbaJ bond-holders will receive
dryers. Many states, he said, semi-annual interest payments. The
rapre little training or no special
principal will be repaid in a lump
:c.erlse for drivers.
sum .at the end of 10 years.

Bond sale...

Sihanouk...The United States
remains committed by a result that
precludes a return to power by the
Khmer Rouge and the Chinese
leaders appreciate our concern and
are willing to work toward a peaceful coalition," he said.
Tower has been plagued by allegations of drinking and womanizing, as well as possible conflicts of
interest stemming from the hundreds of thousands of dollars he
received as a defense industry consultant in recent years.
Asked whether Tower's weekend
vow of alcohol abstinence would
help his chances, Bush laughed and
don't know."
said,
White House Chief of Staff John
Sununu was meeting with Republican senators to discuss the nomination shortly after Air Force One
landed in Washington.
Aides said the president intended
to spare no effort in a bid to prevail
in the first high-stakes political
struggle of his administration. He
invited Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell to the White
House for breakfast on Tuesday,
the first of several planned sessions
with Democrats whose votes will
be crucial to Tower's chances.
Tower's appointment was
rejected 11-9 in a party line vote
last week by the Armed Services
Committee, and the full Senate is
expected to take up the appointment beginning on Wednesday.
Bush planned to meet at the
White House with 12 Democratic
senators beginning shortly after 8
a.m. Tuesday morning in a bid to
get them to "keep an open mind"
and build support for Tower, said
Fitzwater.
The president's aides say they
are hopeful that Tower's unusual
weekend pledge to abstain from
drinking alcohol if confirmed
would help boost his chances.
Fitzwater said that "should take
care of the drinking situation" that
many senators said was bothering
them.
But prospects for confirmation
still appeared difficult.
Defense was also the main subject in Bush's speech earlier Monday to the National Assembly in
Seoul. The president vowed to keep
U.S. troops stationed there so long
as they were requested by the government to preserve stability.
On another subject, Bush voiced
concerns over the U.S.-South Korea ty de imbalance, both in his
,peecn to the lawmakers and after a
meeting with President Roh TaeWoo. He suggested that South
Korea do more to lower its barriers
to U.S. goods.

Local school board
members attend KSBA
annual conference

FAMILY RESTAURANTS
%ton. sat from 1 p.m

111 Itit Stittdit

Limited lime Oith

Read the want ads daily

Now see here, Henry, the people expect something of the man they elect
Magistrate. What do you say?
Yes, they expect all-weather roads.
Twenty-four hour police and fire protection.
People care about their hospital too.
And the library, and the park.
And the schools• But don't forget, all
this costs money and money must be
wisely spent.
So you have to think about economic
development too.
And at the same time control the
direction of growth. We like the Murray/Calloway community we have
here.
I know, so you have to preserve our
good life and make it even better for
our children.
That's why we have to talk about
money and schools in the same
breath.
, You keep all these things in mind,
Henry, and don't forget the people
who need them.
And don't you let themforget to votefor
Henry Buchanan on May 23. You
hear?
Paid for by the candidate

Walter Byars, Wayne Blackford,
T.C. Hargrove, Robert W. McDaniel and Rick Murdock of the Calloway County Board of Education
attended the 1989 annual Conference of the Kentucky School Board
Association (KSBA) in Louisville
Feb. 24-26.
Along with some 1,000 other
school board members and school
administrators from, across Kentucky, they heard Colonel Chuck
Scott, one of the Iranian hostages;
Harold Hodgkinson, education
researcher; and Dr. William Purkey, educator and motivational
speaker.
School board members had some
55 hours in clinic sessions from
which to choose covering such subjects as evaluating the superintendent, strategic planning, community relations and effective
communications.
The conference theme was
"Leading the Way..." To carry out
this theme, KSBA commissioned
artwork by a student at Jefferson
County's Dupont Manual High
School.
Outstanding programs in more
than 50 local districts were displayed during the Share Your Success
portion of the conference.

Magentic Resonance Imaging (MRI) comes to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital every Tuesday
beginning this month. The 39-ton mobile unit will park at the outpatient surgery center parking lot oft 8th
Street.

MRI unit...
(Con!'d from page 1)
ingly clear images of tissue the
MRI can distinguish between various types of soft tissue such as fat,
muscles, cartilage, ligament, bone
marrow and bone.
Conventional diagnostic techniques such as x-rays, arthograms
and CT scans cannot tell the difference between these body tissues.
The MRI unit is especially useful
when tissue scans are needed of the
brain, spine and spinal cord.
The magnetic field used by the
MRI is supplied by a magnet that is
nine feet in diameter and five feet
thick. A scan is achieved by slowly
moving the patient through the
donut-shaped magnet and typically
takes between 45-minutes to an
hour to complete.
The entire mobile unit weighs
39-tons and sits on an 18-inch pad
in the outpatient surgery parking
lot on 8th Street near the emergency room entrance. The unit is
equipped with a stereo system so
patients can listen to their favorite
cassettes during their MRI scan.
Usually, parents may remain in the

Nominees...
(Cont'd from page 1)
past-president seat of Harold
Doran.
In other business, the board discussed present activities in the
works which should help increase
the public's awareness of the benefits of the Murray-Kentucky Lake
area.
One such activity is the chamber's Ambassador Program, a
group of chamber representatives
which will spend time with visitors
and tour groups explaining in detail
the features of the area and answering any questions they may have.
Response to the new program
has been great so far, according to
group director Anne Adams.
"We've had 16 people express
interest in becoming an Ambassador at the first meeting," said
Adams, "including a retired couple
and a couple which grew up here,
moved away and came back to live
here."
A second meeting for the group
is scheduled for tomorrow at 2 p.m.
Implementation of the group
should be late March or early
April.
The board also voted to participate in a documentary about the
Lakes' region sponsored by Nashville television station WKRN,
Channel 2. The hour-long
documentary, set to air March 19,
will explore the region's history,
landmarks and Culture.
According to Adams, the
documentary comes along with a
$150,000 advertising package
which the chamber, along with
other groups in the area, can buy
into.

unit with children during the scan.
The elimination of pain, side
effects, injections, medications,
fasting, special diets and discomfort are all advantages that the NIRI
offers.
Nearly every part of the body
may be studied with MRI including
organs, spine, brain, tissues, cartilage and bone structure.
An MRI image distinguishes
between bone marrow, spinal fuild,
blood and soft tissues on the film
copy with air and bone appearing
black.
The image varies in intensity
from black to white depending on
the amount of fat and water present
in each tissue and the machine setting used for the scan. The radiologist compares the size and distribution of these bright and dark areas
to determine whether a tissue is
healthy.
The MRI is superior to traditional imaging procedures because it
generates more detailed pictures
than most other imaging procedures. The more superior method
helps doctors make accurate diagnosis on difficult-to-diagonose
medical conditions.

Because of the magnetic field's
sensitivity to metal, patients cannot
be examined by the MRI if they
have a pacemaker, been wounded
by a gun shot or been a metal
worker.
During the scan, personal
belongings are kept in a dressing
room in the radiology department
since items containing iron and
ir6n oxides are drawn to the magnet. Iron oxide is also found in
some cosmetics, hair sprays, hearing aids, eye glasses, jewelry and
dental work. Patients who use the
MRI receive a list of instructions
when they are scheduled for the
scan.
A diagnostic test, the MRI scan
must be ordered by an attending
physician and is covered by most
insurance plans.
With a limited number of MRI
units in the United States, the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
is pleased to be among the first to
offer the most medically-advanced
method of diagnostic imaging
available in the world today to
healthcare consumers in the region,
a spokesperson for the hospital
stated.

Participating in the package is a
good move, Adams said, not only
because of the more than 800,000
potential vtewers in the Nashville
market but because the possibility
exists that the documentary could
be bought and shown by St. Louis
stations in the future.
"The St. Louis market is an ideal
market for us," said Adams, "and
we should work toward getting the
documentary to them."
Details of the advertising were
not discussed.
Two bus tours were also booked
Thursday by groups wishing to visit the area. Adams said. Bus tours
can be helpful in "showing-off" the
area and can be geared to individuals of both Boy Scout and retirement age, Adams said.
The board also discussed its
"two-minute video," which is seeing its final editing. The video,
which planned use is for over 125
different markets in the northern
part of the nation, will help sell the
area to prospective residents and is
set for distribution March 15.
Another "eight-minute video" is
also being prepared to be used inhouse and by local businesses for
visiting groups. This video should
be ready by March 8.
Both videos should be ready for
showing at the chamber's Retirement Task Force _meeting set for
March 8.
The board also voted to participate in the celebrations planned by
the Kentucky Bicenntenial Commission for the 200th Anniversary
of Kentucky to be held in 1992.
The events, sponsored by the state Department of the Arts, will
involve nearly all chamber of Cornmerces across the state.

Detailed plans of the celebrations will he discussed at a later
date.
The board also discussed two
past programs: the Business After
Hours program held Feb. 14 and
the Dr. James Jewitt seminar held
at Murray State University Feb. 23.
"Both events were well
attended," according to Steve Zea.
"We possibly had our biggest
crowd ever at the Business After
Hours event. It was really nice."
Other board business included
approving salary recommendations
for 1989 and approving the financial statements for February.
The Chamber's annual dinner
was also set for April 25.
Business of the Month was
announced and Ellis Popcorn will
be presented the award this week.

A WET MURRAY
Responding to Mr. Williams
In his letter of February 21, Mr. Williams expressed the view that
Murray's loss of 2 restaurants in 2 months "is no problem". We
disagree.
We feel that:
- The issue is to have more freedom of choice, not less.
- The issue is more jobs, more $ spent on leisure in Murray not less.
- The issue is confidence in the good people of Murray to act
responsibly in their social drinking.

Committee For A Progressive Murray
The best is yet to come.

Sheriff's office
reports arrest
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, with assistance from
the Mobile (Ala.) Sheriff's Office,
arrested a former Paducah resident
Monday on a 1986 charge.
According to Deputy Sheriff Dan
Bazzell, Billy Ray Dick, Jr. (alais
"Chip"), 21, Mobile, Ala., was
arrested around 5 p.m. Monday in
Mobile by the Mobile Sheriff's
Office and charged by the CCSD
with second degree burglary and
criminal possession of a forged
instrument, in this case, a check.
The alleged incident occured
May 13, 1986. At the time, the suspect was living in Paducah and had
been arrested while living there,
Bazzell said. The suspect is lodged
in the Calloway County Jail on two
bonds, one for $2,500 and the other
for S5,000.

Murray board to pick
new superintendent
at Tuesday meeting
MURRAY, Ky. — The Murray
Board of Education will name the
new superintendent of city schools
during a special board meeting
Tuesday.
The meeting will be in the
Murray High School library at 7:30
P.m.

GRAND OPENING
WISEHART'S
GROCERY
(Formerly "Uncle Willie's' I
641 2'/I mi. south of Murray
March 1-10 Special on

Coke Products
12 packs '2.99
2 Liter 99'
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PERSPECTIVE
Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
‘tenate.

ashingion. D.C. 20510

(TOSING OF RECREATIONAL sl I Us IS UNACCEPTABLE
I was surprised to learn recently, as I am sure Kentuckians also
were, that the future of 29 recreational sites in the state is in jeopardy.
A Reagan Administration budget proposal for 1990 calls for nearly
$34 million in budget cuts for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which
operates the recreational facilities in Kentucky and across the nation.
Let me stress that no recreation areas will be closed this summer.
The proposal would cut the Corps' budget by some 20 percent and
either close or scale back about 25 percent of the recreation areas the
Corps maintains nationwide.
Under the proposal. a number of sites in Kentuekx and other states
would he at least partially closed unless they are taken over by state
or local goy eminent s.
'Flits Reagan budget proposal has the sticky fingerprints of the Office of Management and Budget all over it. As tar as I am concerned,
this is a not-too-subtle form of budgetary blackmail to get the Congress to instit WC user fees.
As my mail from eititens and local officials alike attests, the
facilities scheduled to be totally or partially closed mean a great deal
to the people of Kentucky. User fees would effecti% ely deny access to
sites tor many Kent tick ians.
Not only are they often the only form of recreation to those of
limited means, but they are also a source of revenue for local economies.
Their loss would has e a considerable impact on the Commonwealth.
recogni/e as well as anyone the budget crisis faced by this nation
and am second to no one in my desire to put the situation to right.
How es er, iust because a budget cut is proposed by an administration, in this case the outgoing Reagan Administration, does not mean
that it is a genuinely effective way to reduce the deficit.
Given the very vocal opposition already expressed by my colleagues
in both the House and the Senate, it is my prediction that these proposed cuts will not fly - at least not in their current form.
I am asking the Corps of Engineers for a detailed explanation, on
a site-by -site basis, of the plan to close the Kentucky sites.
These Kentucky: projects (with the number of affected sites in
parenthesis) fall under the plan:
Barkley- lake (five), Barren River Lake (three), Buckhorn Lake
(two)Carr Fork Lake (two), Cave Run lake (one). Dewey Lake(one),
Eishtrap Lake (one), Grayson Lake (one) Green Ri% er Lake (two).
Laurel Riser Lake (one) Nohn River Lake (three) Rough River lake
(two) Taylors% ille Lake (one) and Wolf Creek Dam (four).
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Signs of things to come
Main Street in Hazel, Kentucky,
is a perfect topic for this column.
and I've been wanting to write
about it for weeks. I even thought
of an intro that went like this:
"According to the dictionary.
By
Hazel is a shrub, a nut, and a color.
Constance
But in West Kentucky, Hazel is a
small town that perches on the borAlexander
der between Kentucky and
Tennessee."
I'm still tar away trum a column
I like the word "perches." Kind
about Hazel. 1 shift into mental
of a play on words. As in the Jack- neutral to think about a better way
son Purchase. Or "perches" in the to start.
sense of a small bird — a chickaI decide I need to visit Hazel
dee, perhaps. Hazel is. after all, a again so that I am properly inspired
small town.
to write about it. Of course I bring
But when I re-read the opening
the check book along, just in case.
of my Hazel column, I think it
As I drive south on Route 641 from
sounds too much like the beginning
Murray, I try to sharpen my senses.
of a high school composition. You
It is the details. I tell myself. that
probably know what I mean. My
will enliven my subject.
English teachers always seemed to
The entry into the town of Hazel
like essays to start with a definiis a reader's delight. Signs are
tion, or a quote from some obscure
everywhere. You cross the railroad
philosopher like George Santayana.
tracks at about the same time you
Since I cannot find a suitable quote
see the sign on the right-hand side
or definition for my Hazel ouvre, I
of the road. "Welcome to Hazel," it
decide to try another angle.
proclaims, compliments of the
That's when 1 call the library to
Hazel Woman's Club.
find out what the woman's name
Since the first time I saw that
Hazel means. "One who has seen
sign. I have been puzzled. Does
God," the research libarian informs only one woman belong to the
me. after consulting a dictionary of club? Is Hazel herself the only
names.
member? Or is Hazel's last name
"How interesting." I say after I
Woman, and her club put up the
thank her, but I'm not sure I can
sign. Could it be that the "a- in
draw a connection between seeing
Woman's should really he an "e"?
God and seeing a small town that is Can you guess I once taught
graced with enough antique shops
English?
to satisfy even the most inquisitive t, "Welcome to Hazel- is just one
curio collector.
of the placards that greet you upon
My deadline looms closer and
entering Hazel. Lined up on the

Main
Street

right hand side of the road, like a
receiving line, is a succession of
other signs. Speed Zone. Hazel. 35
Tiiles per hour, Rough Crossing. 25
miles per hour. Lions Club, Hazel
Tire Service. And then yoa are In
Hazel's downtown Main Street,
dead center.
On a Saturday afternoon, the
street is lined with cars, a cornbralion of pick-ups. sturdy American
sedans, a sleek BMW. a Saah.
few Hondas. and an old MC. 1
squeetc into a space in front of
Morn's Country Kitchen. I think of
my mother's cooking and decide to
skip lunch.
Although there is a stun over the
door of Mom's. in the window is a
handmade placard that says.
"Under new owners -- Ann Stokes
and son Milton. Name: Ann Country Kitchen.As I lock my car I look doiAn
Main Street to the left and see
another sign: [-Tote --Em Supermarket. Then I notice Dees Bank,
Miller Funeral Home. Ginger's
Antique Mall. Miss Martha's. The
Blue Door. More signs than an
astrologer.
It is that thought that inspires
me. Evers one writes about the antiques of Hazel. hut I am going to
take a different approach. I decide
to write a column about Haters
signs.
Before I even enter the first
store. I am accosted by a sign.
"Turn door handle to the LEFT," it
orders. I follow directions and
manage to get safely inside. The
next sii7, •s a cross-stitched one

that confesses. '1 he devi] made me
do it.- 1 take a few
to determine if there .
tion between satan and
that warns: "N,
Scearity Ref.ect, I am not surpr.,
2
for sale all over
ta!k to
ask him
the first
Parkhill is H.
man. the person
to see a bri.,:ht fi:turc
beauty. of Hazel. Pa'
passing through 15
something -- a sign
stop.
"Build:ngs
he says. "It w
lie was
-But vaa Coke,Parkhill's ....a
smile. and then .
A person wit less
might have seen only
decaying buildings. hat
recognized an opportunity lf,:‘
bought one of the structures.
then another, and anothc
brainstorm 'A a to !ease
antique dealers,
as a
one of
antiques
entire re,, •
As y oa can see. this w
been terrific material fir
Street column. but 1 still La.
come up with a decent onr.
:
;‘..tragraph. Al! I need to get
is the flicker of an idea. a
p.
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Letters To The Editor

Writer offers shopping list of happiness

Looking Back
Ten years ago
At 8:30 this morning, people
were lined up from desk in office
of County Court Clerk Marvin Harris to the east door of the court
house waiting to renew their vehi-,
de license tags. The deadline is
today.
Julie English, Valentine queen of
Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi sorority, was honored at
a dinner by chapter.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Harned, Feb.
10; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. David
Mullinax, Feb. 15; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Elliott, Feb. 17; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Easley,
Feb. 21: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Washer, Feb. 22.
Twenty years ap
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board has advertised for bids
for a 900-foot runway extension at
Kyle Field.
Donald Adams, Teddy Clark,
William McNamee and Jerry
Weatherford were inducted into the
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Armed Forces in the February
Draft Call for Calloway County
and are now in basic training at
Fort Campbell. according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams. executive secretary
of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Fain, Feb. 24.
Janet Peebles and J. Samuel
Housden were married Feb. 7 at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Thirty years ago
Major James Day of Department
of Military Science, Murray State
College, spoke about his tour of
duty in Korea at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House. He was
introduced by Lt. Col. Jesse
Jackson.
Prof. Neale B. Mason and Prof.
John C. Winter of Murray State
College attended the biennial convention of Music Teachers National Association at Kansas City, Mo..
Feb. 24-28.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tolley.
David Holton McConnell of Cincinnati, Ohio, has been the guest of
his mother, Mrs. D.F. McConnell,
and his grandmother, Mrs. M.D.
Holton.
Forty years ago
Dr. Woodfin Hutson of Murray
was elected president of Southwestern Kentucky Dental Society
at a meeting at Irvin Cobb Hotel,
Paducah.
A tree planting demonstration
will be on the farm of Wayne Dyer
on March 2, accordingb to Clarence Mitchell, county soils assistant for Calloway County.
Lynnwood Shrader, president of
Kentucky Future Farmers of
America, spoke Feb. 24 at FatherSon Banquet of Murray Training
School Chapter of FFA at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marvin
have recently moved to Murray
from Mansfield, Ohio. He is associated with Murray Division of
Tappan Co.
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Dear Editor:
I was walking down life's highway a long time ago.
One day I saw a sign that read
HEAVEN'S GROCERY STORE.
.As I got a little closer the door
came open. wide,
And when I came to myself I
was standing inside.
I saw a host of angels. They

were standing everywhere.
One handed me a basket and
said, "My child, shop with care."
Everything a Christian needed
was in that Grocery' Store.
And all you couldn't carry, you
could come back the next day for
First I got some Patience. I.ovc
was in the same rov,

Duke uproar over-blown
Dear Editor:
Being a very opinionated person
I'd like to express my thoughts
concerning the recent David Duke
election in Louisiana.
Why all the hullabaloo? He was
elected fairly by the people in La.
David Duke says many of his
views have changed during the past
years since he was a teenager. He
states he is for all the people in his
home state.
The news media (etc.) should
give him a chance to prove himself
before continually criticizing Mr.
Duke.
How many people recall Toni
Hayden (husband of Hanoi Jane
Fonda) a member of the "Chicago
7" accused of throwing human
waste on the people at the Democratic Convention in the 60's? He
is a liberal Democrat with proCommunist-anti-American views
— yet he was elected as a ropresentative in California. Why

Jidn't the Democrats kick
out
of the party? i certainly' don't recall
the t.v. media exposing all this
when he ran for a public office.
Jane Fonda used her exercise
tape and movies to support him and
help get him elected. (I wouldn't
have a Jane Fonda exercise tape if
some one wanted to give me one.
I don't believe Fonda or Hayden
have changed their views. yet he
was elected without any criticism
what so ever, by anyone in t.v.
media.
I agree With Mr. Duke that too
much money is being spent on welfare recipients who continue having
children out of wedlock. I also
agree that forced cross-town bussing, in order to achieve a balance
of races has been a downfall in our
public school systems.
Sincerely,
Vannetta Bullard
Route 2.
Murray, Ky.

urther down was
you need that even,
I cot ;1 bus or 'OA 0 or
•ag or two of Faith.
I 'just couldn't miss
Ghn.ct for it was all over !be
•.01‘pci
and Courage to help me
race.
By then my basket was
b .7 1[
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I didn't forget
%a:ion that was !rec.
So...I tried to get
to save both You and me.
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Then. I started up to the
•
to pay my , rocery ti,
For I thought I had cvery.th •
do my Master's WiIl.
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Murraya,n commended
War Editor:
SUILV. Fee.
osO,
7s:turning ;rum eating at Res..
I.ake. 'cc came .,pon a TA:
.1,2:•ident Mat had .iust liappenc„:
This was sad or the sole is:cat
..:tt of the car. but :his letter is not
about that. but about a young man
went down in cold knee deep
.- yater to give what aid tte couid and
:o comfort the injured lady Ilnui
the ambulance arr:x Ci.
It is refreshing to see someone
who is kind and caring and I think

K C:nu,:ky •
I apprey
I :Yer

I
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Telethon funds distributed
Dear Telethon Supporters:
time and leadership in planning and
On February 7. the Paducah
organizing the Telethon. We also
Lions Club distributed the funds
appreciate the management and
given during last November's staff at the Executive Inn for makLions WPSD-TV Telethon. The
ing the facility available for the
Telethon was a great success Telethon. The availability of this
because of the support of the citifacility contributes greatly toward
Lens, businesses, churches and civ- the success of the Telethon.
ic clubs of this caring community.
We know that much time and
The Telethon Chairman and those energy goes into this endeavor and
who worked with him contributed
we are most grateful for this. We
greatly to this success.
appreciate the news media for their
For the Center's Board of Mana- promotions, support and coverage
gers, the staff, parents, and child- of this event. To The Paducah Sun
ren and adults served here at the
we extend a special note of
West Kentucky Easter Seal Center. appreciation.
we thank everyone who gave. This
Again, we sincerely, want to
institution is the agency through thank every' individual who had a
which all who gave serve the hand- part in making the 32nd Telethon
icapped of the viewing area. We of Stars such a great success. We
pledge to those who worked and also want to again assure those
gave that we will all work very who gave that their money will be
hard and that the funds will be used in a prudent manner and that
used wisely. The quality of life for we will use it to provide the best
We children.and adults served here services for the handicapped who
will be improved greatly as a result come to the Center for help.
of the dedication of those who conSincerely,
tinuuc to give to this great cause.
J. Robert Milford, Chairman
We again extend a very special
Board of Managers .
thanks to the Paducah Lions Club,
West Ky. Easter Seal Center
Lions Clubs from our viewing
area, and management and personRichard B. Brown
nel at WPSD-TV for broadcast
Executive Director
West Ky. Easter Seal Center

Thoughts In Season
by Ken Wolf
These words, from the
nuieteenth-century political satirist
Finley Peter Dunne, were used to
describe American politics three or
four generations ago.
Read them today, and see if you
don't think that they still apply.

Histhry always vidicates th'
Dimmycrats. hut niver in
their lifetime. They see th'
truth first. but th' trouble is
that nawthin• is iver officially thrue till a Raypublican
•nets it.
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Rainey's
Day
By Rinev

Apperson

Mark Thursday afternoon on
calendar. The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club
ill have the annual benefit luncheon and card party at the .cluh,
ho.,te on Thursday, March 2, at 12
noon.
Bridge. canasta and other card
games may he played. Door prizes
siil he awarded.
Reservations may he made by
calhng Mimi Jordan, 753-S122.
and the tickets are S5 each.
Proceeds will go to the Agriculture Scholarshp Fund to honor studcnts a: Murray State University.
k)Lir

• • •

We're Glad
You Asked
•

When Mrs. Henry McKenzie
gave her eulogy in tribute to Edwina Simmons, Mrs. McKenzie
quoted Plutarch, "The measure of a
life is the well-spending of it and
not the length." Mrs. McKenzie
knew the essence of Edwina and
‘Ahell she described her as a
"radiant. happy person wherever
:he went she took sunshine with
the cheerful lilt of her voice," it
was so true.
A.W. told us of the tennis scholarship which has been set up at
U.K. in Edwina's name. The
address is as follows: Edwina
Humphrey s Simmons, Tennis
Scholarship Fund, c/o U.K. Athletic Association. Memorial Coliseum, Lexington, Ky. 40506-0019.
• • •

Larry Stone, publisher of the

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Burkcct] CJ)(( )r

Times-Argus in Central City in
Muhlenberg County, has written a
new book, Mulebergers, by hiLARRYous STONE.
It is a collection of his lighthearted sincere and talented columns that he has written since
1946. He has won more than 100
prizes in contests sponsored by the
National Newspaper Association
and the Kentucky Press Association. Larry Stone is one of the most
widely quoted writers in the state
of Kentucky.
Larry is a master of good humor
and his humor can somehow make
one laugh when the whole world is
turned upside down in your lap!
Mark Twain once said, "Humor
is the good-natured side of truth."
When it come to taking the truth
and turning it inside out for a
laugh. Stone knows his P's and
Q',s. He writes, "Lead me not into
temptation...1 can find plenty by
myself." As if that wasn't tipping
the scales on truth he adds, "I worry about temptation... what if I
resist it and it never comes again."
His book, Mulebergers, can be
purchased at the Times Argus or at
the Magee Newspapers in Wickliffe, Smithland, Clinton and Paducah, or by writing to him at Box
31, Central City, Ky. 42330.

Local Speech Team wins tournament
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team won first
place sweepstakes honors at the
prestigious Smoky Mountain Invitational this past weekend at Gatlinburg, Tenn.
With 50 schools from seven
states, Calloway placed first with
287 points over second place Cannon County from Cookeville,
Tenn., with 209 points.
Third place went to Monican
High School of West Virginia with
181 points; fourth place to Tates
Creek High School of Lexington;
and fifth place to Dobyns Bennent
High School of Kingswpon, Tenn.
Tim Barnes of Calloway
received first place in the Trithon
award, given to the student placing
highest in three categories. Barnes

placed first in Lincoln-Douglas
Debate and extemporaneous speaking, and second in impromptu
speaking.
Stephen Lovett placed fourth in
the Trithon competition by placing
third in impromptu speaking, fifth
in after-dinner speaking, and reaching semi-finals in humorous
interpretation.
Other individuals placing were
as follows:
Loren Wisehart and Tracy Ross,
second and third respectively in
extemporaneous speaking;
Wisehart and Lori England,
fourth and fifth respectively in
original oratory;
Heidi Heiss and Scottie Rice,
fifth and sixth respectively in
prose;
April Erkman, fifth in impromp-

W.A.T.C.H. seeking nominations for positions
W.A.T.C.H. Inc. (work activities
training center for the handicapped)
is currently seeking nominations to
fill vacant director positions on its
governing board.
Nominees must be residents of

Calloway County and should have
an interest in programs which serve
the adult mentally and physically
handicapped population.
Directors are elected to serve
three-year terms and are required to

DATEBOOK
Patients are dismissed

Civitans will hear Radke speak
The Murray Civitan Club will hold its first of two monthly meetings on
Thursdayh, March 2, at 7 p.m. at Homcplace Restaurant. Mrs. Rosanne
Radkc of the local Y.M.C.A. office will be the guest speaker. The local
Civitans are now working toward their annual Civitan Pancake Day scheduled for Saturday, March 25, from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Rudy's Restaurant.
MAY I RECOMMEND A BOOK
FOR YOU TO READ?
In i.his column we usually answer
a question that represents a concern expressed to me. This time we
would like to recommend an excellent book by Dr. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, Questions and Answers
on Death and Dying.
This book presents many of the
questions which have been asked
of Dr. Kuhler-Ross by people who
have heard her lectures. attende,d
her seminars or workshops on
caring for the dying. The answers
found in this book relate mostly to
adults.
Death is still a subject all too
often avoided in thought and discussion - not because we do not
care. but because we feel so helpless and find too many unanswered
questions about this final parting.
This hook can provide a thoughtful
and constructive guide.
We have a collection of books on
the subject of death-and-dying
which might be helpful to you,
especiany if you have a close
friend or relative who has died or is
close to death. Please consult us
whenever we can serve you.

Miller
Funeral Home
311 N. 4th St.
753-4612
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VFW Post will meet Thursday
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will have its
regular meeting on Thursday, March 2, at 7 p.m. at the post home on
Highway 94 East. Leonard Brown, commander, urges all members and
interested persons to attend.

Steve Green concert Thursday
Steve Green, a Christian vocal artist and minister, will appear in concert at First Baptist Church, Murray. on Thursday, March 2, at 7 p.m.
Green received the Gospel Music Association's 1985 and 1987 "Male
Vocalist of the Year" Dove Award and was nominated for a Grammy in
1985. 1986, 987 and 1988 for the Best Male Gospel Performance. He is
also seen widely around the world in concerts and Billy Graham Cnisades. The doors will open at 6 p.m. and seating will be on a first comefirst serve basis. Admission to the concert is free, but a love offering will
he taken in order to defray Green's expenses. according to Steve Littlefield, minister of music at the host church, who invites the public to
attend.

Wesley Coleman McKeel born
Mr. and Mrs. Greg McKee] of Paducah are the parents of a son, Wesley
Coleman, weighing eight pounds 15 ounces, born on Thursday, Feb. 23, at
8:45 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. They have another son,
Matthew McDaniel. 3. The mother is the former Rita McDaniel. The
father operates McKeel Equipment Co.. Paducah, Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Coleman McKeel of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. George McDanield of Mayfield.

Boating Safety course planned
The Kentucky Lake Flotilla of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary will
offer a boating safety course beginning Tuesday, March 7. The course,
"Boating Safety and Seamanship," will run at least six weeks and will
include sessions on language, trailering, legal requirements, aids to navigation and navigation rules. Upon completion of the course, a boating
safety certificate will be issued. The course will be conducted at 7 p.m.
each Tuesday in the meeting room of the Calloway Public Library. The
fee is S10. Persons are asked to be at the library by 6:30 p.m. the first
night for registration and payment of fees. For more information contact
Fred Thurston at 753-6174.
WtlaWVINViriai
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Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Edward Starks of Murray from Lourdes; Robert Hooks and
Cecil Cleaver, both of Murray, from Western Baptist.

Church plans new classes
Glendale Road Church of Christ will start some new groups for adults
in the Bible classes starting Wednesday, March 1, at 7 p.m. These will
include: First Principles with Mark Hurt as teacher; Christians and
Today's Issues with Jack Rose as coordinator; Parenting Teenagers with
Charles Olree as teacher; Church History with Dave Heffner as teacher;
The Family of God with John Dale as teacher. All the other classes will
continue their present program of studies, a church spokesman said.

Jason Blair named for book
Jason S. Blair has been selected as a member of Outstanding High
School Students of America and will be included in the 1988 OHSA
Directory. He will be listed among the top high school students across the
country in the directory, according to Donald E. Hedrick, Ed. D„ executive director of OHS A. Blair, 16, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Blair
of Maryville, Tenn. He is the grandson of Elroy Sykes of National Hotel,
Murray, and Mrs. Neva Sykes of Maryville, Tenn.

Aglow Fellowship will meet
Murray Women's Aglow Fellowship will meet Saturday, March 4, at
Kenlake Resort Hotel. Irene Harper of Benton will be the speaker for the
program to begin at 1 p.m. Lunch will be served at 12 noon prior to the
program. For more information call Debbie Gordon, president, 489-2379
or 437-4613, or Anita Webb, corresponding secretary, 753-0677.

Airborne celebration planned
The Airborne Forces .of the United States Army are celebrating their
50th anniversary in 1990 in Washington, D.C. All persons who have ever
been Airborne are invited to participate. The celebration is scheduled July
5, 6, 7 and 8, 1990. This will include a Prade of Airborne Forces down
Pennsylvania Avenue on July 7; and a Retreat formation in RFK Stadium
on July 8 at which President Bush will address the assembled men of the
Airborne and their wives. For complete information on Airborne activities, contact STATIC Line, P.O. Box 87518, College Park, Ga. 30337, or
phone 1-404-478-5301.

Health Express stops are listed
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, North 12th Street, Murray, on Wednesday,
March 1, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and from 1 to 3 p.m. Blood pressure, pulse,
vision and glaucoma screenings plus Occult Blood Screening Kits will be
offered. On Thursday, March 2, the Express will be at Jim's Garage at
Dukedom, Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Cuba Grocery at Cuba from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
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Serving Those Famous Fish Dinners
HWY 68 SL- 80 At Aurora
Will be open 7 days a week
Monday-Saturday 4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. - 11:30 -8:30 p.m.
EE.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E. t.EE.E.E.E.E.E.E.11E.E.E.E.E.E.

E.E.E.E.E.E.E.ILE.C.E.

tu speaking;
Laura Jones, fifth in poetry;
Debbie Mott, fifth in dramatic
interpretation.
Semi-finalists not advancing to
finals were as follows:
Jon Rose, Scottie Rice, Marian
Henderson, Patrick Orr, Shelly
Burnett and Joy Wyatt.
Quarter-finalists not advancing
to semi-finalists were as follows:
Amy Helm, Michle Kelly, Jamie
Futrell and Katy Hokans.
Shane Black and Johnny Phillips
competed in cross X debate, but
didn't break into quarter finals.
Speech Team Coach Larry England was assisted by Mark Pool
and Bill Murray at Gatlinburg.
This weekend the team will compete at the 1989 Regional Tournament at Murray State University.

L

THE BREAM FACTORY

family ibbotuatt thtatrt
An evening of fun and excitement for
the whole family! Featuring professional entertainers touring nationwide presenting acts
from circus magic and variety for your family to
enjoy.
Say "Y_es" when the Dream Factory contacts your
home by telephone for tickets to an evening all family
members will enjoy.
The Dream Factory is mode up of 30 non-profit chapters located
in the U.S. and abroad. The organization is comprised totally of
volunteers who are dedicated to fulfilling the dreams of seriously ill
children.
The Dream Factory will grant the wish of any child who is selected
through the screening process,regardless of race,religion,color,or
financial status.
'Net proceeds to benefit The Dream Factory's wishes for
seriously Ill children In the Western Ky. area

attend monthly board meetings and
participate in an annual fundraiser.
Currently 39 participants are
being served through W.A.T.C.H.
While at the center, clients receive
support and reinforcement of daily
living skills and complete various
in-house work contracts. The supported employment program is constantly expanding and offers job
training opportunities throughout
the community.
Persons interested in being considered for director positions are
asked to complete a nominee profile form. Additional information
may be obtained by calling
759-1965. Nominations will be
accepted through Friday, March 10,
at W.A.T.C.H., 702 Main St., Murray, Ky. 42071.

Two newborns
and dismissals
listed Monday
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Feb.
27, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Roberts baby boy, parents,
Rhonda and Mark, Rt. 1, Box
233A, Almo;
Robbins baby boy, parents. Terri
and Johnny, A20 Fox Meadows,
Murray.;
Dismissals
Mrs. Robyn Wilkins and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 109, Benton; Danny Williams, Rt. 3. Box 371K,
Murray; Louis Lyons, Rt. 1, Box
18, Dexter;
Thomnas Simmons, 1313 Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs. Leslie Smith
and baby boy. Rt. 1, Box 165, Benton; Miss Lisa Rexroat, 2017
Gatesborough, Murray;
Glenard Helm, Rt. 4, Bcos 120,
New Concord; William McClure;
P.O.
Murray;)Box 1098, Murray; Rupert
Maynard, 316 South 15th St.,
Thomas Lamb. 729 Riley Ct.,
Murray; Mrs. Louise AleAander,
1520 Porter Court, Paris, Tenn.;
4,m
Mrs.
urry
laes.sie Phillips (expired) Rt.

Literary award
is recently granted
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Association of American Colleges
recently granted its Frederick W.
Ness Award to "Reconnection:
Dualism to Holism in Literary
Study."
The $1,000 award was established in 1979 to recognize "books
which contribute to the understanding and improvement of liberal
education."
In the book, Betty Jean Craige, a
professor of comparative literature
at the University of Georgia, traces
the ideological history of literary
studies within our culture.
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Community events are listed
Tuesday, Feb. 28
Alzheimer's Support Group
meeting will be at 4:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Tuesdav, Feb. 28
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Murray TOPS (take pff pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room, Glendale Road. For information call 753-9303.

Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.

Muscular Dystrophy Hop-AThon will be at Apple Tree School.
Ladies' Night Out will be at 5:30
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Paul at 753-7351.
Recovery Inc., will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 West South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
The Kentucky Lake/Murray
Chapter of American Association
of Retired ersons will meet at 7
ay Public Library.
p.m. at Ca

The Musica da Camera, conducted by Dr. Bruce Chamberlain,
will perform at 8 p.m. in Farrelt
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.

Dr. Wagner is
Delta speaker
Dr. Tom Wagner was the featured speaker at a meeting of the
Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held Saturday, Feb.
4, at Sirloin Stockade.
Wagner spoke about "Teen Age
Problems." He is a psychologist
and an associate professor of education, leadership and counseling at
Murray State University.
Hostesses for the luncheon meeting were Georgia Adams, Gela
Ellis and Jo Oakley.
The department will meet Saturday, March 4, at 10 a.m. at the
Murray Art Guild. "The Arts of
Murray" will be discussed by
Richard Jackson.
Hostesses will be Louise Baker,
Mary Louise Outland and Mavis
McCamish.

Miss Minnesota to
wear computer chip
dress in pageant
CHIPPEWA FALLS, Wis. (AP)
-- Miss Minnesota Julie Knutson
may not have a chip on her shoulder but tonight she'll parade in an
evening gown made entirely of
computer chips during the Miss
USA beauty pageant.
The chip couture is the product
of Minneapolis -based Cray
Research Inc., a supercomputer
manufacturer with operations in
this Wisconsin town.
The chips used to create the
dress to be worn by Miss Knutson
are scrap components from Cray's
manufacturing areas, Cray spokeswoman Tina Bonetti said.
A Minneapolis dress designer,
with some input from Cray,
designed the gown.
The top of the dress alone
weighs 30 pounds, Bonetti said.
One requirement of tonight's
pageant in Mobile, Ala., is that
each contestant wear a costume
that illustrates something related to
her home state. Miss Minnesota
chose to go high tech because of all
the high tech industries headquartered in Minnesota, including Cray,
Control Data Corp., and Honeywell, Bonetti said.

Lenten meditation will be at 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Civil War History Seminar will
be at 7:30 p.m. at Anne Washington Leslie House, 1310 Broadway,
Paducah, sponsored by Sons of
Confederate Veterans of PaducaD.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Ladies' day bridge with Mary C.
Lamb as hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.

Events at Calloway Public
Library include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 1
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will have a luncheon and
meeting at 11:30 a.m. at church.

Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have a coffee break
for Christ at 9:30 a.m.

Ongoing Adult Children of Alcoholics Group will meet at 12 noon

Memorial ritual for member is
held by Chapter M of P.E.O.
Chapter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood met in the home of Mrs. Olga
Freeman on Saturday, Feb. 18, at
10 a.m.
A Sisterhood Memorial Ritual
service was held in memory of
Mrs. A.W. Simmons Jr., who was a
charter member of the chapter.
The invocation was given by
Mrs. John Twomey. Mrs. Howard
Titsworth, chairman, read Luke 17
as the devotion.
Chapter M has been notified that
it is to be one of four chapters in
the state of Kentucky eligible to
send a representative to the convention of International Chapter
meetring in Phoenix, Ariz., in September of this year.
Tentative plans were made for
contacting and entertaining high
school students who are contemplating attending Cottey College in
Nevada, Mo., owned and operated
by the Sisterhood.
Kentucky State Chapter offers a
scholarship at Cottey for a Kentucky student. Any Junior or Senior

Wednesday, March 1
and Ongoing Seniors Caring and
Sharing Group will meet at 2 p.m..
both at Charter Counseling Center,
104 North Fifth St. For information
call 753-8494.

girls interested should contact Miss
Ann Herron.
The chapter approved the annual
letter of the president, Mrs. N.T.
Beale, which is required to be sent
to state officers. A request was
received from Mrs. John O'Brien
of Springfield, Va., a non-resident
member, for a transfer of membership to a chapter in Annandale, Va.
A brunch was served by Mrs.
Freeman who was assisted by Mrs.
Jack Vincent and Mrs. Edward
Nunnelee.
The next meeting will be Monday, March 6, in the homne of Mrs.
Beal.

Poplar Spring
group performs
The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visits to West View Nursing Home at 10:30 a.m. and to Fern
Terrace Lodge at 1:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, Feb. 1.
Bill Reamer spoke briefly and
gave a devotion at each place.
Nancy Futrell read the birthdays
for February. Louise Short was the
pianist and director for the singing.
The singers were Sue Campbell,
Nancy Futrell, Helen Nance, Bill
Reamer, Muriel Wright, along with
guest singers, Martha Manners and
Cora Coleman.
The group had lunch at Sirloin
Stockade.

Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament. will begin
with Murray High Girls playing
Marshall County at 6:30 p.m. and
Murray High Boys playing Marshall County at 8:15 p.m. at Mayfield High School.
Art works in Kentucky A1rState
High School Art Competition will
be on exhibit in upper level of Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.
"Recent Paintings," a joint
exhibition by Debi Henry. Paula
Allen-Snead and Teresa Perry. will
be on display today through April 2
in Curris Center Gallery. Murray
State University.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Mass at 7 p.m.
and RC1A at 7:45 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper and Yaelth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting, Children's Choirs and
Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.:
Beginners' Sign Language Class at
7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will be Covenant Prayer
Group at 10 a.m.; Wesley Foundation Lunch at 11:30 a.m.; Youth
Club at 5 p.m.; Finance Committee
at 6:30 p.m.; Administrative Board
at 7 p.m.

Wednesday, March 1
p.m.. Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.;
Dr. Buchanan's class at 6:20 p.m.;
Baiaar Workshop at 6:30 p.m.,
Chancel Choir Prackice at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First PriSbyterian
Church will include Activities and
Recreation for Kids at 4:45 p m.:
Choir practice at 6:30 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Prayer service and
Youth Study Group at 7 p.m.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citirens.
Girl Scout cookies for MurrayCalloway County sales will arrive
here today and he given to the various troops to distribute them to
their customers. Persons are asked
to note the earlier time from that
listed Monday. For information call
Marie Forrester.
Marie Holton Retrospective
E‘hihition will he shown at Murray
Art Guild from 1 to 4 p.m.
Murray Church of God will have
Bihle Study at 7 p.m, at Calloway
Garden Apartments. For information call 753-31q11.
Bible classes will he at 7 p.m. at
Universitv Church of Christ. University students and Home Away
From Home potluck fellowship will
He at 6 p.m.
Bible classses will he at 7 p.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ.

Thursday, March 2
Steve Green, Christian vocalist.
will present a concert at 7 p.m. a:
First Baptist Church. No admiision
will be charged but a free will
offering will be taken
Events at
Church will
Mary at 9:45
Columbus at

St. Leo's Catholic
include Leon tf
a.m. and Kmghts
7:30 p.ni

Events at First Baptis: Church
will include Mothers' Da 0,t at
9:30 a.m. and Ekcrcise Cass at
1045 a.m.
Events at First United Methods:
Church will include Bible Studat
9:30 a.m.: Bell Choir a: r,
Chancel Choir at 7 ;).M.

I

e•

\lurras
mat

21

H. 1 **
VP,', .

ince: a:
Marra% Civitan C•„f)
7 p.m. at Homeniacc Fami:v
Restaurant.
Annual luncheon-card part
Gairden Department of Murra
Woman's Club will he at 12 noon
at the club house_
Murray Seventh-day Adventi..!
Church will sponsor a D.:77
nar at Holiday Inn at 7 p.m. Lrti,
er sessions will he or NiOritt ;.•,77
Thursda\ s.
Prepared ChildbIr',1'. C:.
sion I. will meet 'at cation unit of Murra!,-(
County' Hospital.
Murray Single Connection
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom of Education Building. First

Friendship Bible Study of Mur7,iy Christian Women's Club will
He at 9 a.m. with Dr. Alice
Koenecke. 1701 Hamilton.

JUST A
Full Length Denim

Health Express of NturrayCalloway County Hospital will he
at Chestnut Hills Shopping Cen..er
•
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1
p.m. Blood pressure. pulse. vision
and glaucoma screenings and
Occult Blood Screening kits will he
offered.
Bereavement Support Group will
mcc3t at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information call Nancy Rose.

Thursday, March 2
United Melhod:st Charch

•
0.1-%

Outlaw Jackets
'Saddle Split in Inc

NOW

2

"Every Day's A Sale Day At Jo-An's."

on the Square
JO-AITS Varieties
753-9569

1988 WHITE MODEL CLOSEOUT
NO PAYMENTS, NO INTEREST

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs. RAs
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.:
Drama Practice at 8:30 p.m:

UNTIL MAY 1.1989
Get the best prices of the year
on remaining 1988 mode/s.
Take advantage of big savings
on all tractors and accessories.

Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club at 4:50

LGT-1655
Lawn & Garden Tractor

$1145

Choice side of Beef

lb.

225-300 lbs. - no charge for cutting,
wrapping and freezing

lb

LT-120 Lawn Tractor

11.

lb

Si046

100% Pure Ground

Beef Patties

'29199*

(Tractor and neck only)
Mtr Sugg Price 52.599
Monthly payments as ioin, as _ •

SQ59

Pond-Raised Fillet

Catfish

SALE PRICE:

$139
is

Partin's

Country Sausage

16 HP twin-cylinder. industriai Commerc al •-inc;
.'Y
46" TurboCut" mower aec
drive, optIonal vockic •
system, Certified Cut Guarant—

II ihiP

14 lb.

Hurry —
Quantities are limited Come in early tor tht
best selection(

Whole 10-12 lb. ave.

Pork Loin

(cul in 2' chops)

lb. $159

Shoulders

(lb.)

Wholesale & Retail Meat

IBSON HAM CO
107N. 3n1 St

Your Nursery &
Service Center

$149

Lamb 6-8 lb. ave.

Phone 753-1601
Hours: 7:00 am.-4:00 p.m. M-F
7:00 am.-12:00 p.m. Sat.

Ws Accept Food
Stomps

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
••••.•••"5....
•.
•'''••••••••'''••••-••••"
--.....-,•-•••••••••

WHITE
• ovr000n rowan
PRODUCTS

753-6863
"Ask Us"
310 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky.

White Outdoor Power Factory Authorized
Sales 8c Service

1%;
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SPORTS
'SWEETER THAN THE FIRST'

IsCierray Ledger Sr Times
Put'er there, pal

MSU upsets
Middle; wins
OVC Indoors

Racer seniors leave
with 2nd OVC title
back from a 22-point deficit to trail
by only 10 with nine minutes left
in the game.
The Murray State Racers said
"I think they slowed the tempo
goodbye to their seniors Monday down wijt4 their zone," Newton
said. "Our seniors found a way to
night in a very fitting way.
An 86-74 victory over the More- pick through it. I think their ball
head State Eagles during Murray's club has vastly improved this
"Senior Night" gave the Racers a season."
The Racers roared out early,
share of the Ohio Valley Confernce championship. marking the looking like they were going to
second straight year and fifth OVC repeat their Saturday-night rout of
title in the last ten years for Murray Eastern Kentucky. Two field goals
State, .kho shares this year's title by Martin and a dunk by Chris
Ogden on a pass from Mann gave
with Middle Tennessee.
It was also fitting that Jeff Mar- the Racers a 6-0 lead.
:in. the senior from Cherry Valley,
A 3-pointer by Tracy Armstrong,
or the Racers who led Morehead with 13 points,
oints in the seniors' last made it 6-3 before a 3-pointer by
Paul King and a Foster layup gave
r-season home appearance.
e almost-certain NBA first- the Racers an 11-3 edge.
ro nd draft pick was 10-of-20 from
Two scores by Hale then brought
the field, 6-of-7 from the line and the Eagles within four, but the Racpulled down six rebounds. His ers ran off ten straight, with Martin
close friend and fellow senior Don scoring inside and completing a
Mann had only eight points, but the 3-point play following a foul by
Dyersburg. Tenn., native had 11 Hale. Ogden dunked home a
behind-the-head pass from Mann
assists.
The 5,250 gathered in Racer and was fouled and hit the free
Arena also paid tribute to Linzie throw. He then scored on a layup
Foster, a 6-6 senior from St. Louis, off a nice pass from Mann. Ogden,
who had ten points, and Terence who had 17 points (13 in the first
Brooks. a 6-2 senior from Paris, half) then scored again to give the
Ky., who had seven.
Racers a 14-point edge at 21-7.
The second straight OVC title
Morehead got as close as 11
semed better than the first to thanks to the scoring of Hale, but a
fourth-year coach Steve Newton. 3-pointer from Mann, a jumper
"I think the second one was from Jeff Robbins, and another
sweeter than the first," Newton Mann 3-pointer from way out
said. "They said we would have a pushed the Racers out to a 19-point
hard time repeating, and we did. I lead as Hale went to the bench with
felt like this basketball team had his injury. The Racers took a
what it took. They've really hung 19-point lead into the dressing
tough this year."
room with a 47-28 advantage.
Although Murray and Middle
Murray shot 56 percent in the
share the conference title, MTSU first half, while Morehead was
wins the tiebreaker due to a sweep shooting 36 percent and 45 percent
of Austin Peas', the third-place of their free throw attempts in the
team. That allows Middle to host first half.
the conference semi-finals and
Elbert Boyd scored for Morefinals in Municipal Auditorium in head to start the second half, but
Nashville.
King hit a 3-pointer and Ogden
MSU will begin tournament play drove the baseline to give the RacSaturday. hosting Tennessee State. ers a 52-30 lead. MSU remained
The Racers shared the title by stuck on 52 as Morehead ran off 10
outlasting a feisty Morehead club straight to whittle the Racer lead to
that had alrea4• knocked off the 12 with 15 minutes left.
MTSU Blue Raiders earlier in the
Murray could not get out by
year.
more than 16, as the Eagles stayed
Despite playing without top close. After Martin hit a 3-pointer
scorer Darrin Hale, who went down to give the Racers a 68-54 lead, a
with 3:22 left in the first half with score from Morehead's P.J.
an ankle injury, the Eagles fought (Coned on Page 7)
By DAVID RAMEY

Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Racer coach Steve Newton congratulates senior guard Don Mann, as the Dyersburg,
Tenn. native leaves
the floor Monday night. Mann dished out 11 assists as the Racers beat Morehea State
d
86-74 to share
an Ohio Valley Conference title with Middle Tennessee.
MaIT photo by David Ramey

Lady Racers fight for 20th win
By DAVID RAMEY

ond straight season they have
reached that plateau. MSU finished
the year at 20-7, 8-4 in the OVC.
The Murray State Lady Racers, Morehead finished 18-9, and
8-4.
behind 38 points from Sheila
Smith hit I5-of-24 field goals
Smith, fought off a late Morehead attempts, with 23 second
-half
State rally to post a 78-72 victory points, and led the Lady
Racers
over the Lady Eagles and force a with nine rebounds.
third place tie with Morehead MonMorehead was led by Julie
day night at Murray in their last Magrane with 23 points
and 10
home appearance.
rebounds. Druecilla Connors had
The tie was settled today in the
14, while Kelly Stamper had 11 for
Ohio Valley Conference office in the Lady Eagles.
Nashville, by a coin flip. The Lady
The Lady Racers were hampered
Racers lost, and will face OVC
by foul trouble, as Michelle Wenchampion Middle Tennessee at ning and Tawnya Pierce,
MSU's
Murfreesboro Monday night in the inside tandem, spent most of
the
second game. Morehead will face game on the bench in foul
trouble.
Tennessee Tech in the opener on
Both eventually fouled out, with
Monday.
Wenning seeing only 15 minutes of
The win gave the Lady Racers action and Pierce 12.
their 20th win of the year, the sec"In the first half, we played a
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

tremendous defensive game," Lady
Racer coach Bud Childers said.
"We went to our blitz late in the
first half, and it really gave them
trouble. We just didn't get any
breaks in the second half."
Morehead shot only 26 percent
from the floor in the first half, connecting on 37 percent of their
attempts for the game.
Both teams started slow offensively, as the first field goal came,
after Morehead had hit two free
throws, from Murray's Karen Johnson with over three minutes gone
in the game. A jumper from Smith
and a free throw from Johnson
gave the Lady Racers a three-point
edge. The teams battled nip-andtuck, with Wenning sitting down
with her third foul with 11:14 left
(Cont'd on Page 7)

Murray State women's track
coach Margaret Simmons wasn't
impressed when everyone was talking about Middle Tennessee as the
favorite for the Ohio Valley Conference Indoor Championships.
"They said they were the favorites," Simmons said. "To me, a
track is a track."
The track at the Murphy Center
must have been to the Lady Racers' liking, because they coasted to
the 1989 OVC Indoor title with
five new school records, four OVC
marks, and a NCAA qualifier.
Stephanie Saleem qualified for
the NCAA Indoor Championships
with a run of 53.79 in the 400
meters, an MSU and OVC record.
Nina Funderburk had two school
marks; in the 55-meter with a run
of 7.08 and a time of 2:09.45 in the
800-meter.
Janille Kelly also set a school
and OVC mark with a leap of 5-9
in the high jump and the mile relay
crew of Kelly, Funderburk, Bowser
and Saleem set a school and OVC
mark with a run of 3:47.09.
Shot-putter Dawn Woodside and
the two mile relay crew both had
first-place finishes. Woodside had
a throw of 40-81/2 , and the two
mile crew of Bowser, Funderburk,
Kim Koehler and Melanie Denham
clocked in at 9:40.45.
Simmons felt the key was Lady
Racer depth.
"If you want to put it in basketball terms, we had some people
come off the bench," she said.
Fourteen of 18 Lady Racers
placed in the scoring. MSU had 21
athletes posting improved performances and 12 had the best performances of the season.
Eastern Kentucky finished second with 56 behind MSU's 81
points. and Middle finished third
with 44.
On the men's side, the meet was
billed as the OVC Invitational, as
the conference does not offer a
championship in men's track.
Regardless of what it was called,
the Racer runners also brought
home first, outlasting Western
Kentucky and Southeast Missouri.
The Racers were paced by firstplace finishes by Tim Glinton,
(Cont'd on Page 7)

GROCER WOULDN'T SACK COACH

Roselle commended, Sutton defended
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The University of
Kentucky Faculty Senate has unanimously approved
a resolution commending President David Roselle's
handling of the investigation of NCAA allegations
against the school's basketball program.
The resolution Monday also praised the university's Board of Trustees and its athletic board for the
"responsible and professional manner" in which
they responded to the charges.
In a striking contrast, a group of Kentucky fans led
by a 49-year-old grocer announced Monday its plans
to hold a rally today that they hope will save Coach
Eddie Sutton's job.
"I just feel like coach Sutton is getting a raw
deal," said Chuck Bradley, who runs a grocery store
in Midway. "We don't want UK to hang him without
knowing the facts."
The rally is scheduled to begin at 5:30 p.m. EST
today at the Civic Center Shops. which are located
between Rupp Arena and the Hyatt Regency Hotel. It

is supposed to end shortly before the 7:30 p.m. tipoff
of the Mississippi-Kentucky game at Rupp.
Bradley said 20,000 "Keep Sutton" bumper stickers will be given away.
About 300 faculty senate members, including professow students and administrators, more than filled
an auditorium in the school's Health Sciences Building to hear the resolution and Roselle's response.
Roselle said he considers it "terribly appropriate"
that the faculty insist on athletic programs that comply with Southeastern Conference and National Collegiate Athletic Association regulations.
The ensure that the basketball program plays by
the rules. Roselle said university officials "must be
certain that people running the athletic programs can
withstand very close scrutiny."
The NCAA has lodged 18 allegations of wrongdoing against the basketball program. The university
has responded to the charges, and will go before the
NCAA's Infractions Committee in April.

College basketball

Thompson pleased with Hoya win

Murray State's Sheila Smith goes up for two of her 38 points in Monday night's 78-72 win over
Morehead
State as Lady Eagle Kelly Stamper looks on.
Mart photo by David Ramey

LANDOVER. Md. (AP) —
Rarely has Georgetown coach John
Thompson gotten so much satisfaction from a victory that meant so
little.
Charles Smith scored 10 of his
24 points in a decisive second -half
run that lifted Georgetown to a
76-62 Big East victory Monday
night over Villanova.
Since the Hoyas have already
clinched the conference regular
season title, the game was virtually
meaningless to them. Still, Thompson savored it because Georgetown
fell behind by nine points in the
second half before rallying to win.
"I think it was good for us. I
wouldn't have been overly upset
me if we lost, but it's great to have
some things to cuss about.''
Thompson said. "It was also great
because we were in a struggle and
still came out of it with a win."
The Hoyas led 35-33 at halftime,
but opened the second half by
missing their first eight shots from

the floor and five of six free throws
while Villanova took a 45-36 lead.
Enter Smith, who took it upon
himself to generate some instant
offense.
"I had to go out and look for my
shot," he said. "I knew I had to
start shooting the ball, so I did.
Luckily, most of them went in."
A layup by Smith with 13:55 left
ended the Hoyas' dry spell, and he
added two 3-pointers and a short
jumper in a 20-6 run that gave
Georgetown a 56-51 lead with 7:51
left.
The Wildcats quickly cut the
margin to 56-54, but Jaren Jackson
hit a 3-pointer and John Turner
made two free throws to make it
61-54.
Villanova, 15-14 overall and 6-9
in the conference, never got closer
than five points the rest of the way.
In the only other games involving ranked teams, it was No. 10
Michigan 79, Michigan State 52,
and No. 18 Nevada-Las Vegas 84,

UC Santa Barbara 75.
Georgetown's Smith, playing in
his final home game, made six free
throws in the final 1:46 to keep the
Wildcats at bay and finished with
16 second-half points.
"We told Smitty to take the
shot," said Jackson, who contributed 16 points. "If it goes in or
not, he knows that we're depending
on him."
"He's the heart and soul and
backbone of that team, and John
knows it and the team knows it,"
Villanova coach - Rollie Massimino
said of Smith.
The Hoyas, 23-3 and 13-2, have
now won five in a row overall and
20 straight at home.
Villanova, which lost its third
consecutive game, got 16 points
from Gary Massey and 15 from
Rodney Taylor.
"We did not have a particularly
good shooting night," Massimino
said. "We got the ball and missed
some shots, but they kind of forced
us to miss them."
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Crum glum about Louisville's NCAA hopes
But Crum said he hasn't decided and won't divulge his plans until
game time. "1 can't promise it will work, but I can't let them slide any
longer," he said.
Crum had talked about benching some starters last week but changed
his mind at the last moment, and the Cardinals defeated Southern Mississippi 96-83 last Wednesday.
But they reverted to old habits in Saturday's 77-73 loss at South
Carolina, and this time Crum said there'll be no backing off.
"It's over," he said. "I'm definitely making a change. I'm going to
give somebody else a chance. I'd rather lose with guys who care and
do their best than have guys just going through the motions out there,
which is what some of them have been doing.
"They either have to accept it or they just don't get to play. It's that
simple. There are guys out there who think they're better than they are
and aren't giving their maximum effort. I tell them and they don't
believe me, they think I'm crazy.
"I've talked till my head is spinning trying to get these guys to
accept the mental responsibility to play their hardest, and they haven't
done it. So at this point I have no sympathy for anyone I don't feel is
giving maximum effort."
Last week, many of the players were skeptical about Crum's
threatened shakeup. but seem to be taking his latest comments much
more seriously.
'If coach Crum says he's going to make a change. I respect him.''
senior forward Kenny Payne said. "He's a man of his word."
"I think he's serious this time," junior forward Tony Kirnbro said.
"The way he's been acting lately, it wouldn't surprise me at all. I'm
sure he'll do whateveaptie feels is best for the team."

Racer seniors leave with 2nd...
(Cont'd from Page 6)
Nichols and a score by Brian Miller off a steal cut the Racer lead to
ten at 68-58.
The Racers ran off seven
straight, with Martin scoring on a
dunk and finishing a 3-point play
off a foul. fie then added two free
throws, and Mann, driving the lane,
scored off the glass while falling
down to give the Racers a 17-point
edge.
MSU led by 19 when Newton
emptied the bench and the Eagles
scored seven straight to make it a
12-point lead at the buzzer.
Martin said the seniors got
together before the game.

"We just wanted to go out on a
good note," he said. Martin, who
has carried defenders around the
court as his reputation has grown,
said it was tougher on the Racers
to repeat.
Mann agreed.
"Teams were waiting for us this
season," Mann said. "We just
wanted to go out and play to our
full potential."
"To me, if I had to pick a word
to describe this team it would be
'hustle,- Foster said. "We didn't
get any breaks like we did last
year. We earned every thing we
got."
Brooks, like Foster a JUCO

transfer into Murray State, also
pTyed on two conference titles in
junior college. Brooks said the key
was doing it the old-fashioned way.
"Hard work makes it true,"
Brooks said. "Good things pay off.
It's always harder to repeat. Everybody expected us to repeat.
"I give the credit to the coaches.
They went out and recruited people
from winning programs."
Mann hopes the winning isn't
over.
"Now it's do OT die." Mann said.
""We've got to go out and take
care of business."
MOREHEAD STATE (74)
Roberts 36 1 2 9 Boyd 4-12 1-4 9,

Hate 5-13 1-3 11, Armstrong 6-8 1-2 13,
Nicholls 3-6 1-2 7, Malone 2-3 1-2 5, Miller 3-7 0-0 7, Barnes 0-0 2-4 2, Chaney
2-4 4-4 8, Bentz 0 2 3-4 3 Totals 27-61
15-28 74
MURRAY STATE (86)
Martin 10-20 6-7 27, Ogden 8-12 1-3
17, Foster 4-6 2-3 10, Mann 3-6 0-0 8
King 2-6 0-0 6, Robbins 2-2 0-0 5
Cothran 0-0 0-0 0, Brooks 1-5 5-6 7,
Overstreet 0-0 0-0 0, Land 0-0 0-0 0,
Gold 1-1 0-0 2, Wendt 0-0 0-0 0, Jones
2-2 0-0 4 Totals 33-60 13-19 86
Halftime score-Murray St. 47, Morehead St. 28. 3-point goals-Morehead St.
5-14 (Armstrong 2-5, Roberts 2-3, Miller
1-1, Nicholls 0-3, Boyd 0-1, Hale 0-11,
Murray St 6-20 (King 2-6, Mann 2-5,
Martin 1-5, Robbins 1-1, Brooks 0-3)
Fouled out-None. ReboundsMorehead St. 34 (Boyd 8), Murray St 38
(Ogden 9) Assists-Morehead St. 15
(Armstrong 4), Murray St 24 (Mann 11)

Lady Racers fight for 20th win...
(Cont'd from Page 6)
and MSU down by one.
With the Lady Racers leading by
four, thanks to the scoring of
Smith, Childers called timeout.with
3:20 left in the first half. MSU then
outscored Morehead 12-2, with
Smith scoring eight during the
stretch, to take a 35-22 lead into
the locker room when Melissa

Huffman buried a jumper at the
buzzer.
The Lady Racers got up by 18
early in the second half, but Wenning went to the bench with her
fourth foul, and Morehead began to
slowly chip away at the lead.
The teams alternated between a
13- and I5-point Lady Racer lead
until Stamper hit a free throw and a

score by Teresa Hohbs cut the lead
to ten, 67-57, with 5:36 remaining.
Johnson answered for Murray, but
five straight from Hobbs and two
free throws by:Stamper cut the lead
to five with four minutes left.
Morehead got as close as four,
but, when the Lady Racers missed
two front ends of one-and-ones the
Lady Eagles could not connect on

Murray State athletics

Chong breaks record;rifle team is second
and Barry at Hilton Head in their four-day stay
Staff Report
March 13-16. Murray then heads home to face the
Murray State Sports Information
NCAA Region Ill eighth-ranked Vanderbilt team on
March 21 at 3 p.m.
Murray State senior Sheri Chong broke the Murray
RIFLE
State women's career singles tennis record on Feb.
The Murray State University "Gold" team finished
17 during the Eastern Kentucky Invitational at Richsecond to top-ranked University of West Virginia in'
mond, Ky.
Chong broke the record held by former Lady Rac- a dual meet Sunday afternoon at MSU's Roy Stewart
er standout Jorunn Eid, whose singles' mark was Stadium shooting range.
UWVa finished with an aggregate score of 6241
91-52 during her career at Murray State in 1980-84.
Chong's record-breaking match was the first round after the smallbore and air rifle competition. The
of the No. 5 singles bracket, where she defeated Murray State "Gold" team finished at 6145. while the
Michele Toye of Southern. Illinois in straight sets, "Blue" squad had 5950.
Lance Goldhahn finished fourth overall in the indi6-1, 6-1.
Chong's record now stands at 93-40 after losing in vidual smallbore with an 1165 score.
The MSU rifle team has qualified to compete in
the finals to Stephanie Green of Ohio State, 6-3, 6-3.
Murray State finished fourth in the six-team match, the NCAA championships, which will be held at
with Sally Henle also advancing to the finals before Murray State March 9-11.
Also coming into Murray to compete for the
losing and Alice Johnson and Becky Naughton winning the playback ends of the Nos. 4 and 6 singles national title will be the favored University of West
Virgnia team along with Tennessee Tech, South Florbrackets, respectively.
The Lady Racers, 0-2, get a month's vacation ida, University of Texas-El Paso, University of
before a spring break competition at Hilton Head, Tennessee-Martin, Alaska-Fairbanks, the United
S.C. Murray State will take on Davidson College, States Air Force Academy and the United States
Washington College, Southern Illinois, Swarthmore Naval Academy.
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SHUFFLING THE CARDS
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Louisville coach Denny Crum says his
14th-ranked Cardinals have blown their chance for the national
championship.
"The way this team has been playing, its chances are slim to none,"
Crum said Monday. "This team isn't good enough. They had a chance
to be, but they haven't made progress because they haven't paid the
price and played with intensity.
"They wasted three weeks and six or eight games of an opportunity
to get better, and now there isn't enough time to overcome what
they've missed. In my opinion, this team has very little chance, if any,
to be a competitor at year's end. They don't work hard enough. They
can beat some of those (NCAA Tournament) teams, but they can't win
it. They have no shot,- Crum said.
"They wasted an opportunity to be the best they can be. They can
be the best they can with what time they've got left, but that isn't good
enough. It's a shame, because this team had a chance to be really
good."
Viewed as a contender for the national title at the beginning of the
season, Louisville lost its first two games, then won 14 in a row before
its current 5-5 skid started. The Cardinals have lost four of their past
seven and haven't put together back-to-back victories since Feb. 4.
They have just two more regular-season games remaining - against
Cincinnati on Wednesday and Notre Dame on Saturday - before the
Metro Conference Tournament in Columbia, S.C., March 10-12.
Threats of lineup changes apparently had no long-term effects, so
now Crum has taken a sow of action for the Cincinnati game.
"There will be a change," the coach said. "That's a promise. I
promise you, I promise them, and I promise the world."
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the offensive end. Two free throws
by Smith with two seconds left
gave the Lady Racers the final sixpoint edge.
"Morehead did a nice job of
slowing the tempo down," Childers
said. "We didn't want to go zone,
because we knew they had some
shooters."
"I think the key to the game was
our depth," Childers said. "I think
Cindy Eddy and Stacy Camp did a
real nice job."
Forced into action when Wenning and Pierce were hampered by
foul trouble, Eddy and Camp combined for 12 points and
c
rebounds, seven from Camp.
Childers hopes his team is loose
for OVC tournament play.
"I don't want to go down there
tight," Childers said. "They usually'
let you play aggressive in postseason play, and I hope we take
that kind of aggressiveness with
us."
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High School Basketball
DISTRICT TOURNAMENTS
MONDAY'S GAMES
GIRLS
5th District
nigs'on Cent 63, Caiclwe Co 42 SF:
6th District
He-de-so^ Co 69 Wesbter Co 39
7th District
S Hook rs 75 Dawson Spr rgs 40 SF;
8th District
i'=„ -T s'a- Co E3 Ft Cache I 59 i SF
10th District
M„ ^ e^De,g Cent 48 G,eenv e 47 'S.1
17th District
L za0eir'o*, 68 F.. Knox 37 'sll
M.soce Co 59 N Hardln 43 's'
33rd District
-e' '2 Wa ton-Verona 49 SF i
.
35th District
Co, Ho -es 73 Dayton 42 :SE i
37th District
BoJrbor Co 64 blchd as Co 25. i tT., Pa•s E.' Ha- son Co 43 ,ST .
38th District
Dame'- Co 51 A.J^,Jsfa 34 .SF
39th District
eirro Co 5' Mays, e S Pat, ok 43
SF
45th District
Boyle Co 42, Da".' e 2' t=i..i,
50th District
0,0- hey Co 59 '4
,amsourg 4.'
52nd District
Evarts 51, Hada,43 i SF'
Cumber and 44 CaVy00.1 43 :SF
54th District
MC Nao er 77 Di ce Cogs 53 SF

59th District
. 'ig e 67, Ffikevoie 52
60th District
Be ''y 00 Johns Creel( 33 iSF)
61st District
Ocean Co 39 Men fee Co 27 SF I

,
den Co
Cr tte
S9

BOYS
5th District
103 Lis rigs'on Cent

6th District
He-cersgn Co 88, Welos,e, Co 58 SF
7th District
S Ho:. -s 95 Dawson Sp,^-gs F?
8th District
H.:,,:• -s: e 75 Universtty Heig-'s " IT
10th District
0--e-i. e 0:1 DrakeSN)r0 43 SF
32nd District
-,to- Co. 50 Scott Co 48 SF
33rd District
Zoto -en trfi Wa 'on Verona 64 SE
34th District
:H, Hoy Cross ':2 Cov La- 48 Sr
Co. C3- 3 : 93 Her.,,c..wood t .--. 05
3511's District
'H. Hor- F15 "C' Dayton 67! .5J
4-5th District
C: r -, Ki Scn '
' C:,,,v `"
47th District
'4 Mon' ceiio 46 SF
501h District
:.-.:,-_, - 9' .,-- Ca"P 45 i's'
53rd District
! . - -:: N.-,on 69 Le...cher 63 CT 5- P
54th District
mi-._ Na:,,,, f:.5. Doe Comps 5,' SF

College Basketball
How The Associafed Press Too Twenty
coilege basketba teams Tared Monday
iuni stec !earns do -iv Day:
2 Georgetown :23 3: ttea' v Tr-ioa
'6€?
'0 M :nigta- :•ti 6 o'er' .,4 :1 - 03-

N lihros 98 Lamar 95. 20T
Valparaiso 62, SW Missouri Sr 59
W I no's 6, Ill --cnicago 59
W s G-eer Pay 68, N Iowa 65
SOUTHWEST
72 Pa- 4- et 54
FAR WEST

79 5?

S3-- H0JS.,:- SI

18 Nevada-Las vegas 7' '. ',,,e ,.• UC
Santa Barbara 50 75

7- - 7,3 € ,

EAST
89 ne 1A3',5

53
Cent Connecticu Sr
Drexei 88 Rder 7E
GeoTge Mason .9', Mc Pa' -7..
68
Coo chow" 76 y a-c.a f
Hofsfra 63, Lafayette 55,
Niagara 77 Boson U C.'
S era 92 New liar'
,7,s' '-._. ':',
5' Jo' s C2 Sc ', Co 'o"
-SOUTH
AJs! n Perry 53 E K,--ovi,
Chicago 5' 70 SE Lc,s a- ti f
E Tennessee St 52 v MI Es:
F u•Tman 70 W Ca-To .rd 65
Gramibiing St 87 A an-a S" st
James Madisor 85. Lioegy 68
Marshall 97, Appalach an S' Eo,
Miami, Fla 90, Davidson 78
Miss val,ey Sr •12. Jackson St 96
Murray St 86, Morehead ST 74
N C CharTore 76, A;a ..Bfrn ngnam 04
.,, NW, Lou siana 111, N cho s' S 53
Radford 84, Pitt -ion-Steve 63
South Carol,na 86, Virg3m3 1.13Co /9
Soulherr U 122, Prairie V cc 57
Stetson 94, Oral Roger's 83
Tennessee St 86 Tennessee Te'.30 54
Texas SoJthern 86, A corn Sr 80
Tr -Chattanooga 79 C 'ad.' 72
Va Comnfortweo - 5"- i
c. ''
Akron '32, BToov •
Butler 69, MiarCleveland Sr 9' f
Creighlon 69, Drake '
EvansviVe 95, Ohio U Irunois Sr 83, S li ino s Michlgan 79 Mgr' caw st

[5'30

005 Vegas B4 UC
S Us- '.1i-v Sill'3",

` ,

r'e Too Tweirtt v Te0-5 n
-ss co ege no - veogia 0,,7..

5

4

Tt - g aoa

•

4 C3,

= Ng- 6. 3,,,o.... .
'3.1.s:.:,...
9 I -To s
3 D,...,
'
M o't
" 1043

,T2PE,Icn Ha
03 S'..a^ fort
'4 LOU:SVi e
'5 Wes' Vig
'
o a
'€ F orda S'a'e
'7 5' May s Ca '
'5 Nov Las Vegas
"9 Ba Stare
2: N Caro!ma State

u

_.8
- 25

'22 Memo's Sate '25' -L a C. ,
E .:ansv . e 44 5. arda 32 ,Ciegt; 3 [[
'tt,K.I.S. E Paso e 71.2,..; 1 H. -.
-Ai
,l "e Po, 4 ,'
A -ka-sas 3 v", ,c-'s
C- Teioom 503*P 7 ;:1--.

Sports In Brief
PRO FOOTBALL
IRVING, Texas fAP) - Tom Landry 'ta --', y B d 'a'' w - the Ca ao COACOV5 say -;
loved them and asking !hem. to g ye thei• Pes' f o• -,,if :4,3 Jimmy Jcm-sc n O -Le 6.1 y •:: s'
r - e •to'ute Landry cnoked up and r..i.ol67Tt I -ion - s sipeeo- 'c '"Sr :1 a v ers ass,I andry, replaced Safumfay - gm oy new awne' Jerry Jones -. ., -- 0 30 . 05
-• ',43"- 0'3-h
,
ci-gan rot: on coaC' 1,70•7
BOXING
c; -a-age• 3' M.,-,
,
NEW YORK iIAP': - Bill Ceylon --.., e;:'3-7,
ro'is State AThIeTic Comm so o- *.c order vo-c'ef Don King 'ID s':.
we ght goarnpton Caro,a so as,4ed The CO"'- so 0- '0 '-e K -; a
...--:
Toe rnarager recJes'ed That the of omo' 0-3 ' ce-ses :' K -,,' a-3'
'or corcLof de:- memo ',:, toy ng gereta y ar.r. '0 '^+-, 0.7 C '''y'',3''
and atterrpt ng to v Oate ,aws w", 'e- sr:,ec. * t,c,c^,: - 7._L. ^e' /
--

Indoor...

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
SOUTH REND Eft i APi - No're Dame fa SaLc. Tony Brooks A -2 '
. ,0
a ' '•'-. '- '"33
t'-e rationa champ ono'. p I,s' tea- 'as been a-es'ed iT. '
f,
v,g *to a suspended 'cense police sac No one was - sT,ig - - - lor Orlv,•,
i. c -.-.1,.
T 9 of TL,Isg Okla was a-ested on .^e No''e ra-e :.- ,-i-:„c s-.:", ane
- re hours a 'T er '-e ocodent was r.,':.0703 sad c 'y poi .:e L' H'-5
'eleased on toe SJC.
TRACK AND FIELD
NEW YORK !AP) -. Ben Johnson was a p-armace.....ioa 'eT,' -3 3-0 -g, L --T. _ - w
steroids without n s direct knowledge before'-e Seoul C ymo ;5 by a ,-loc'ce. r.' c, - : ...-; 'es)s a one," soods Therao sf Jack Scoff sac Scot* s Toe - Jonrson s•-;'-'
.0s where the spdnter faced a drug lee' and lost n s2„,:t3 -e'er da,h god m•itvg.,
.-a 50" 55lie Of [1 "s.
Wend "agarnp

(Coned from Page 6)
Leigh Golden and Lonnie Greene.
Glinton won the 55-meter dash
with a sprint of 6.44. Golden won
the 55-meter hurdles in a time of
7.57 seconds. Greene won the
triple jump with a leap of 49-10.
Simmons is now looking forward
to the outdoor season.
"We're going to pick up some
kids," Simmons said. "Indoor kind
of bridges the gap between cross
country in the fall and outdoor in
the Tring."

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
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Local bowling results
SUNDAY NIGHT MIXED COUPLES
2/19919
32Y,
Strikers
55%
52'A
35'4
Kenlake Foods
37'A
Team 012 ......... ..........
50'A
Darnell
49
39
43
45
Wal-Mart
44'A
43'A
Mix&Matched
44V,
431
/
4
Murray Ledger&Times
45
Team 410
43
Odd Couples .............
38
50
Team II
.............
51'A
36'A
52'A
Murray Pet Center
35'A
53'A
Tasmanian Devils
34'A
High Series (handicap) Doug Cart 702, Lou
Daniell MO, (scratch) Joe Sons and C Salazar
607. Darnell 532.
Hist, Game (handicap) Can 266, Sue Clark
255,(scratch) Greg Story 235. Donna Cart 214.
MAGIC TR1
2/21/89
Thurman Furniture
65
27
33
Photography by Hal
59
55
37
Economy Tire
50%
41'!.
People's Bank
Pagliai's
48
44
46
46
Martha's Hih-Burger
53
Joyce Noel Tax Service
39
Tubers Acoustic & Drywall . 34'6
Futrell Tire
59
33
Wilkerson Roofing
62
30
High Team Series (handicap) Economy Tire
2996;(scratch) Economy Tire 2525, High Individual Series (handicap) Pee Woe Elkins 664;
(scratch) Donna Cart 550.
High Team Game (handicap) Photography by
Hal 1053; (scratch) Photography by Hal 904,
High Individual Game (handicap) Elkins 254,
(scratch) Elkins 219_
High Averages- Lois Smith 133, Sondra Rice
172, Cheryl Darnell 171, Betty Smith 171.
MI.IRRAY-CA1.1.0WAY COUNTY
YOUNG BOWLING ALLIANCE
2/1849
Division A
21
Team 2
24
............... 27
Team 4
24',4
Team 5

/
4
6 ...
261
29
Team 3
22
Team 1
31
20
High Series (handicap) Chris Jones 338,
Ashley Bebber 317;(scratch) Jason Lafser 202,
Bebber 125
High Game (handicap) Lafser 163, Deanna
Futrell 175; (scratch) John Young 102, Angie
Howell 83
Division B
24
44
Team 2
27
Team 1
41
34
Team 3
34
36
Team 6
32
ao
zs
Team 5 .
43
Tram 4.
25
High Series (handicap) Jody Wrye 584,
Nicole McCarthy 542; (scratch) Wyrt 467,
McCarthy 419.
High Game (handicap) Wrye 210, McCarthy
241; (scratch) Wyre 171, McCarthy 200.
Division C
19
49
Team 2 .
29
39
Team 1
34
34
Team 3 .
37
31
Team 6
.......
37
Team 4
31
48
Team 5 ................... ....... .., 20
High Series (handicap) Michael Barnett 642,
Cookie Buchanan 553; (scratch) Barnett 643.
Buchanan 436.
High Game (handicap) Barnett 244. Tracy
Dowdy 214; (scratch) Barnett 211, Buchanan
1611.
-ream

DILLER OR DOLLAR
2/17/89
28
Public Ice Sevice
52
SA II Girls
...... ....
06
34
3654
Shield of Shelter .....
44'A
36'A
Joyce Noel Tax Service
43'A
42
Fisher-Price
38
04
36
Southeastern Book Co. .
50
Porcelain By Mrs
30
30
50
Wingfoot
High Team Series (handicap) S&Il Girls
1746, Joyce Noel Tax Service 1731, Porcelain
By MYs 1727; (scratch) S&I-1 Girls 1497,

Shield of Shelter 1483, Public Ice Service
1399, High Individual Series (handicap) Ann
Green 643, Joyce Hamlin 620, Joyce Noel 600,
Mar!' Hams 600;(scratch) Green 550, Pat Ifes
selrode 536, Lois Smith 527.
High Team Game (handicap) Shield of Shelter 643, Porcelain By Slit 640, S&11 Girls
620;(scratch) Shield of Shelter 563, Saill Girls
537, Public Ice Service 505; High Individual
Game (handicap) Green 244, Hamlin 230, Huns 226; (scratch) Green 213, Hesselrode 206,
Patty Harris 190
High Averages; Pat liesselrode 179, Lois
Smith 177, Patty Harris 168. Betty Smith 163

irrns„o,w_ ,„
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Material for this page was submitted by the administratise staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger S. limes. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (153-2893).

I I- anoilee Buchanan's "Skills for Successful Living" class at Cal, County High School, students read labels as part of learning
.ery shopping skills. Pictured are Lisa Burkeen, Mellisa Lovett,
rla llenderson, Keith Furguson and Buchanan.

Southwest teachers recently participated in an in-service workshop
about Fredwriter, a word processing computer program for children.
Pictured are instructors Diana Tatlock and Ann Haney.

Kathy Cohen and Cathleen Lalicker, representatives from the Calloway County Humane Society, came and spoke recently to the Kindergarden classes at North Calloway Elementary. The children
enjoyed visiting with Cassie, Lalicker's cat. Kindergarden teadier
Suzanne Schroader recently taught a unit on pets. Pictured are Candi
Darden, Jennifer Hawkins, Susan Thorn, Paul Manning, Cassie the
Cat, Lalicker and Cohen.
This year Murray-Calloway County Area Vocational Center students are rotating each nine weeks for one hour or training in various
shop areas. Pictured are students constructing an automotive electric
training aid. They study how electricity works in automotive systems
by wiring the model. They are: Chris Lennox; Eugene Evans, Industrial Processes teacher; Kelly Banks; Mark Flood; Brad Houston:
Kevin Fleming; and Don Rowlett, Auto Technology teacher.

Nt

grade students in Kathy Mowery's class at Murray Middle
display the Valentines they made to send to the Ann Landers
,iline Vet project. Pictured are Jennifer Jones, Justin Rouse,
.non Duvall and Davon Ballard.
.01

All fifth grade students in the Calloway County Schools have recently participated in a drag abuse prevention program in the elementary schools. The program's aid is to empower students with skills for
overcoming external and internal pressures to experiment with illegal
drugs, such as marijuana, alcohol and Crack. The three-part program
deals with issues of refusal skills, to the spetial needs of children of
alcoholics, to the life and death issue of confronting loved ones
involved with drugs. In the picture, Joy Waldrop, school counselor,
discusses the issues with fifth graders at East Elementary.

!.ired Plummer has been named Student of the Week at Murray
;‘,10 School-. He is the son of Deborah Plummer of 1718 Holiday
I eonard Plummer of Fairview Heights, Ill. The fifth grader is
basketball, soccer and church activities at First Baptist
,cli in Murray. Pictured are fifth grade teacher Judy Tucker,
wit,iiier and Rhyllis Huggins of Century 21.

v Elementary School was recently awarded the Flags of
in a ceremony in Lexington. Murray Elementary has
icct the flags each of the five years they have been awarded. Rep,
NIurray Elementary are Dr. John Brock, Mary Valentine,
Simmons and G. Ted Smith.
i

lt !WM e

The first grade at East Elementary is "Growing Healthy." The •
children are learning about the importance of good health. They are
pictured using stethascopes to hear the heartbeats of their friends.
Standing are Eddie Hilt, Henry Ross and Mark Crass. Seated are
Melissa Williams and Crystal Rowland.

Eighth grader Wendy Stephens is Calloway County Middle
School's Student of the Week. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Stephens, Route 1, Kirksey. She is secretary of the Beta Club and
a member of the Just Say No Club, choir, track team and honor roll.
She enjoys playing the piano and summer sports. Pictured are Pete
Lancaster, Stephens and Tommy Greer.

Linnie Hooks's fifth grade class at East Elementary was happy to
present a donation to Kathy Cohen of the Humane Society. Their con,-shelter, medicine and
tribution will be used to help provide fooaother needs for the animals at the shelter. Pictured are Dave Smith,
David Wilson, Patty Redden, Cohen and Jennifer W000lum.

Becky Gore's first grade class
at North Calloway Elementary
received a part.nd prizes for
having the highest a"l4endance for
the fifth month of stool. They
had an average atten ance of
97.6 percent. This activity is part
of North's Attendance Incentive
Plan sponsored by the Calloway
County Board of Education. Pictured with Gore are Leigh Ann
Hall and John Vance.
Pictured are Murray Elementary School students who placed in the
Presidents Spelling Bee and Murray Elementary fourth grade
leactici Front row: Erin Powell, first place and Elizabeth Breeding,
second place. Back row: Willie Jackson, Barbara Cain and Daytha
Howell.

Linda DeVoss's Psychology Class at Calloway County High School
recently heard Dotty Slemmer speak on hypnosis and ESP. Pictured
with Slemmer is CCHS student Julie Minter.
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Commercial office design
becoming less fancy
despite big reputation
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
The world of commercial office
design has a reputation for fostering custom cabinetry and
5100-a-yard-and-up fabrics.
But extravagance in corporate
design is getting to be a thing of
the past — at least in Texas, says
Scott Strasser, director of design
for the Dallas office of the
architectural firm, CRS Sirrine
Inc., and Interiors magazine's
Designer of the Year.
"The economy in Texas is horrible. We have been given design
budgets so tight, you wouldn't
think it possible to build
anything."
That's quite a change from the
recent past when money for fancy
office space was readily available.
But it's a change that has
redounded to Strasser's benefit,
according to Beverly Russell, editor of Interiors. In naming 34-yearold Strasser its Designer of the
Year, the magazine broke a longstanding policy of choosing an older individual for the honor.
She says the ability to design
attractive spaces at moderate cost
is a pointer to the 1990s: "We are
at the end of the era of opulence
and luxury and corporate clients
will not be paying astronomical
prices per square foot, so designers
have to be more imaginative and
inventive. His ideas are pretty radical, but the corporations love
them."
Those ideas encompass the
decorative use of inexpensive
industrial materials, eschewing
unshed ceilings, and imaginative
use of paint — the least expensive
decorating tool in both commercial
and residential spaces.
In a Dallas wholesale furniture
showroom, for example, he allowed
the ceiling-mounted ductwork to
show, even used scrap metal ducts
to build a ledge on which to display chairs rather than the expensive wood that might have been
employed several years ago.
In' the same showroom. he
created an illusion of space by cutting windows into a false wall of
dark gray and painting the real wall
behind it yellow. The ploy suggestedmuch more — and more
interesting — space than was actually there.
Strasser's ways with paint
include painting one wall in several
colors. For example, an elevator
lobby was painted half blue and
half green. The two colors met in
the middle of a wall.
Another of his paint concepts is
to apply the same color in two different formulations — semigloss
on the part of the wall that must be
cleaned and flat where cleanability
is not required. The effect is more
appealing than a single texture
would be: "Flat paint is lightabsorbing and shiny paint is reflective, so the light plays different
games."
At the new Walt Disney World
corporate headquarters in Orlando.
Fla., he's chosen to eliminate
8-foot finished ceilings. Instead.
there are more spacious 13-foothigh ceilings. The five feet of
added space are not simply -open.
Instead, he has used the space to
create a complex system of ductwork, lighting and ventilation grids
that offer both a sense of enclosure
and a sense of added height.
"Costs are comparable to a finished 8-foot ceiling. But instead of
working in some tacky little space
with a low ceiling, suddenly you're
working in architecture," said
Strasser.
It's this kind of thought process
and knowledge that doesn't cost

HOUSTON (AP) -- A Georgia
widow sat crying on a tree stump
in her backyard, surveying uhat
was left of her charred home.
Even though she had homeowner's insurance, seven contractors
refused to rebuild her house. The
reason: It wasn't insured for
enough money to rebuild it at current construction prices.
Inadequate insurance coverage is
a serious problem for thousands of
American homeowners, according
to Nelson Bean. Bean's catastrophe
reconstruction company. the Evans
American Corp. of Houston, volunteered to rebuild the v.idow's house
for less than cost.

more to execute, but results in special distinction that makes a professional worth his hire. As Strasser
put it: "A tiny upgrade in cost, but
in terms of liveability it is great."
Unlike designers with an "edifice complex" in which one's work
is seen as a monument, Strasser
approves of decoration that doesn't
have to be perfect to work because.
"if everything is perfect it's avers
poor space in which to work.
There's comfort in having a little
bit of chaos."
In his opinion, this is equally
true in homes. Most people can't
be comfortable in surroundings of
perfection. For one thing. pursuing
it makes anything that doesn't
match look silly.
"Then you get into the heartbreak of not finding a toaster to
match the coffeemaker," said the
designer in the tone of one who has
come face to face with the ultimate
absurdity.
If Strasser were to design a
home, he says he would concentrate on the form, texture and lighting of the space and how these elements go together. In place of formal room divisions such as the
dining room or living room, he'd
try to create space that each family
could organize to fit its own needs.
Houses today are designed to he
resold. But if resale is a factor, the
house should he very flexible to
accommodate the many different
types of living situations prevalent
today, he reasons.
'Not all of us want a family or.
kids or a wife. Some people ought
to he able to drive their car into the
living room, so they can work on it
every' night.-

Bean says the problem exists
because most people do not understand co-insurance. He says policy
owners should read the fine print
-- before catastrophes occur.
"With proper insurance representing just 3 percent of monthly
housing expenses for home huvL'rs,
there is no reason whv every homeowner should not he adequately
protected," says Bean. uho has
supervised insurance-funded reconstruction of more than 5,010
homes.
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are identical. The

dwelling. Both units

is mg room has plenty of wall space for furniture grouping.

There are tw n large bedrooms upstairs. Plan HA)505G has a total of942 square
feet. For more information write
to ar,.hitect Carl

/-

enclosing a stamped. self-addressed envelope

(iaiser. 3301S Grand River. Tarmington, MI 48024

The consequences of underinsurance can he tragic. Consider the
case of an elderly' lennessee
woman whose lifelong home was
destroyed by firc. Although Bean
'anted to help her, his company
was unable to bridge the gap
between her insurance coverage
and the cost to rebuild.
tier home. which uould cos'.
S40.000 to rebuild. u as insured for
S20.000,. hut because of a
insurance clause, she could col:ect
only half. So instead of havine
comfortable home in uhich to live
out her life, she u as left Vi •
SIO 000 insurance check.

Crawl space worries can be fixed
t

leet from one end of the
NDY LAM;
:louse on one wall, place another
Newsfeatures
Three things can make the crawl
he same .distance on the opposite
;pace under your house less botherall. Thus, if you have 14 vents,
some than it usually is. They are: seven of them should be on oppoI — The addition of properly
site ualls. There is one school of
placed insulation.
thought that says the vents should
2 — Plenty of ventilation.
he closed in extremely cold weath-- A ground cover to prevent
er, another that says this will intermoisture from rising from the
fere with the cross ventilation. It is
ground.
best to have louvered vents that can
Without these three steps, your
be adjusted as desired according to
crawl space will he damp, emit
the weather.
foul odors and create cold floors in
When the soil in the crawl space
the rooms above the area. N1uch
is uncovered, moisture rises from
trouble can be prevented when
it. creating all the problems assoeverything is done correctly in the
ciated with constant dampness. The
original construction. Even when it
cross ventilation you have provided
is. time and the elements take their
loses some of its effectiveness
toll. Many' municipalities have
when moisture is constantly emacodes governing crawl spaces. nating from the ground. The soluSome do not. Where there are such
tion is to cover the soil so the
codes. they are not always folmoisture stays there and does not
lowed to the letter.
invade the crawl space. The ground
Insulation, usually in the form of
cover can he polyethylene having a
uill prevent cold floors and
thickness of at least 4 mils of
some of the other problems. The
heavy roofing felt, sometimes
baits should fit snugly between the
referred to as tarpaper.
joists so there is a dead air space
The plastic or felt should be
betueen them and the subfloor. As
placed on the ground so the sheets
added insurance, heavy roofing felt
overlap by 3 or 4 inches. You can
should he placed across the joists
put sand on the overlapped portions
after the batts are in place. Both
so it will stay in place in all kinds
the bans and the felt can be stapled
of weather or place sand on the
to the wood, with a tack added here ...entire ground cover. Work very
and there to be certain everything
carefully' on this so you do not tear
is sealed tightly. The vapor barrier
the cover and permit moisture to
on the baits should be facing the
find its way into the crawl space.
upstairs rooms. A good rule to
Keeping the moisture in the
remember with insulation is that
ground affects the Mall ner of vents
vapor barriers of any kind always
needed. If you cover the ground
should be facing the heated area of
properly', you can get by with one
the house.
square foot of vent area for each
1.500 feet of crawl space. Without
Inadequate cross ventilation
causes dampness. Vents installed in
the wall around the crawl space
should he placed in pairs to aid
cross ventilation. If you place a
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Big Appetite?
"Family Style"
Butterfly Shrimp Dinner

Building codes usually' specify'

how much space mere snouid be
between the bottom of the joists
and the ground. but it never seems
to be enough w hen it comes time to
crawl in there. It becomes esrmcially awkward when a ground cover
has been installed. So. get a'ittossible uork done v..hen the insulation and-or ground cover a re being
put in place

Home insurance tips given
for
homeowners to determine the actual amount of insurance needed:
- Base coverage on the home's
current replacement value.
Replacement value is what it would
cost to rebuild today. It is not the
same as market value or purchase
price. Replacement value does not
include the cost of land, which
does not burn up or blow away.
-- Update coverage annually to
allow for inflation in construction
materials and labor. A local building contractor or insurance agent
can be a good source of
information.
- When the replacement value
ol the home is determined, add at
least 10 percent for the costs of
reconstruction, which is propor;
tionately more expensive than new
construction. Demolition and clearing costs alone can add 8 to 10
percent.
--- Take steps to avoid preventable catastrophes such as fires by
installin,g smoke detectors and
removim! fire hazards. OrganizaHOUSTON (AP) —

Tips

to warn homeowners against
hazards of underinsurance.
Although the Insurance Inform,
tion Institute estimates that 95 pet
cent of homeowners carry house
hold insurance. Bean conservative
ly estimates that about 10 percer
of all homes are underinsured.
estimate is based on nearly
decade of experience in meet;:
horneov.ners sorry to learn th
their insurance alone can
replace their homes.
Bean says underinsured hom.owners face some very unplea,
choices. They' must pay the dif•
ence betv.•een insurance
replacement or settle for less
home. Some. like the Tenness:.
A OTrarl. are unable to rebuild.
Bean says the most commor
mistake homeowners make u'•
h,.:vir.g insurance is failinc: t and understand i,be (•
cHause.
The ,:o-insur,ti
,
:hat the homeown.cr must insure
home or a certain minimur
amount of the replacement val•! -•
usually
percent, before
insurance company v..I! pay
replacement cost. If the home
.hsuredless 1.!•::^. the .
insurance 1:rnit. the ciiii7.1nany v..]
hav only that nercer. •
:or repairs.
For examo!e.
'r,ur:mnce c-)rT17)?.nv
nercci —
s •-•
Listro\,,"
,
insurance inc.lustrv's xxa.
earing the r:sk with homeowner
ho
Most homeowners have no ide,
,irat the co-insurance clause
.ntil their house is damaged.'
Bean says. "They thought they ha,.
made careful preparations. and the:
:hey are !,10t.'kCii to I:nd
.
they :ace serious a idH
expenses.''
lie adds that mist reputarti
evHai;
ilsurancc aRms

Oils NjUn as 'Lni_
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nation Institute are excellent s.iL.r..es of information on home• :f el\
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with
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"Ask about Snap-Credit
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!hese experiences left a lastin
.mpression on Bean. His compary
no
rebuilds commercial
industrial losses rather than single
family homes. but Bean continuu,
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a moisture seal, you need one
square foot of vent for each 150
square feet. a significant difference. But, in any case, if you err on
the number of vents necessary,
always do it on the high side. It is
better to have a couple of vents too
many than too few.

Cultured Marble
Color-Coordinated Products
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Jeltitif
Mon. Sal. Irons -• p.m.

Home owners warned to read
fine print involving insurance
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Proper drugs can treat depression
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I am being treated for depression I'm surprised it's
lasted 71
/
2 years and am wondering if
Um depressed because I have depression, if you see what I mean I take Librium and Tranxene alternate
months. but they don't seem to help
How long will this go on^
DEAR READER I do see what you
mean. It's true that some patients are
made more depressed by their depressions However. I doubt that this
is your problem
Most forms of depression are now
recognized to result from a chemical
imbalance in the brain. I'm not referring to the obvious causes of depression, such as loss of good health or a
loved one, in these instances, there is
reason enough to be depressed. Typical depression does not have such an
obvious "external" cause.
I suspect that you have had a
/
2 years
"chemical" depression for 71
and the reason you haven't improved
is that the doctor is not treating your
depression.
Librium and Tranxene are both
tranquilizers that are used for the
treatment of anxiety. They are not
anti-depressants and will not be par-

41

Evacuees watch butane blaze

ning and nausea, will result
Sometimes these malfunctions are
caused by poorly understood viral inAKRON, Ohio (AP) — Authorifections that clear up in a few hours ties ordered about 2,000 people to
or days. without treatment Some- stay away from their homes Montimes. vertigo -- especially if it lasts
for longer periods — can be the result day as firefighters helplessly stood
of poor circulation to thedobyrinths. watching a butane fire that started
On rare occasions, tumors can cause when a train derailed and a tank car
vertigo
exploded.
Because your symptoms have lastPolice asked residents of 1,500
ed for two weeks, I believe that you homes within a half mile of the
should be examined by an ear-nose- derailment to evacuate after 21
and-throat specialist to make sure
that you don't have a serious basis for CSX cars jumped a Conrail track
your vertigo problem Antivert is ap- south of downtown near the B.F.
propriate short-term treatment but it Goodrich Chemical Plant about
is not a cure. Perhaps you need more Thursday about 7:30 p.m. The fire
specific therapy.
spread briefly to the Goodrich
rel Min NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASS":
loading dock, prompting the evacuation of workers.
No one was seriously injured,
DR. GOTT
officials said.
The University of Akron as well
as Akron public and parochial
PETER
schools were closed Monday. Metropolitan bus service was canceled
GOTT, M D
because the city bus garage is near
the derailment site. Businesses in
the area of the explosion shut
down.
A CSX crew used a crane Monday to begin pulling derailed cars
upright, but Fire Chief George
Romanoski said firefighters could
do nothing about the exploded tank
car except to let it burn out on its
own. Fires that started at a valve on
an adjacent car and beneath a third
car were out, he said.

ticularly efiective in Celle% ing our
symptoms
You seem to need an antidepressant. a medicine that specifically corrects the chemical imbalance in your
brain Several such drugs are now
available, and they can be extremely
effective If your doctor is unfamiliar
with antidepressants. ask him to refer
you to a practitioner who is Your depression will probably continue to
plague you until you are given the
right antidote
For more information, I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"M tal and Emotional Illness Otheaders who would like a copy:
sh Id send $1 with their name and
address to P.O Box 91369. Cleveland.
OH 441202-3369 Be sure to mention
.the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor said I
had an inner ear infection and prescribed Antivert. But for two weeks
now I've been dealing with spinning
rooms, nausea, whirling beds and an
inability to stand or walk alone Will
this ever get better?
DEAR READER: Our senses of balance and spatial orientation are controlled by the labyrinths in each ear
When the delicate mechanisms malfunction, uncontrollable vertigo(spin-'

Oak Ridge said to be ideal
spot for enrichment plant
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (AP) —
Energy Department property in
Oak Ridge is a logical place to put
a billion-dollar plant for enriching
uranium fuel, local development
authorities maintain.
DOE says it's phasing out its
current uranium -enrichment
method and will begin using a laser
process called "AVLIS," which
means a new plant will have to be
built sometime in the 1990s.
"Oak Ridge would have the
expertise and the capability to
handle the AVLIS program," said
Jesse Noritake, executive secretary
if the Roane-Anderson (counties)
Economic Commission.

MEM
E'IiAis

"Oak Ridge does have some
very' good arguments for it," she
said in a recent interview. "We've
talked with congressional people.
They know we support it. When
the time comes, we can get
together and figure out what's the
best way to proceed."
Currently the government uses a
gaseous diffusion method for
enriching the fuel before use in
nuclear power reactors and nuclearpowered submarines.
But that method uses massive
amounts of electricity, and DOE is
developing a new way, called
Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Sepa-
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Wednesday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
You can't eat this well at home for this price.

ration, or -AVLIS.
Some of the AVLIS research has
been done at Oak Ridge, where
DOE already has a national laboratory and a nuclear weapons plant.
A third facility here — the Oak
Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant —
was mothballed in 1985 and now
houses research and other nuclearrelated operations.
DOE has announced it probably
will close its uranium-enrichment
plants at Paducah, Ky., and near
Piketon, Ohio, by the year 2005.
Congressional members from
both states have said they will push
to get the planned AVLIS plant,
with its expected 1.200 jobs, into
their areas.
Rep. Marilyn Lloyd, whose Tennessee district includes Oak Ridge,
will ask U.S. Energy Secretarydesignate James Watkins to visit
the East Tennessee reservation,
said Courtney Goodman, the congresswoman's press secretary.
"We're working toward getting
the AVLIS plant located in Oak
Ridge," said Ms. Goodman. "We
plan to invite James Watkins to
Oak Ridge. We're working to find
a time when he could come.
"We argue Oak Ridge is a logical site because (DOE) enrichment
headquarters and members of the
(AVLIS) research team are there,"
she said.

Home Equity
Line of
Credit
The Peoples Home Equity Line ofCredit
is a variable rate loan based on the equity you have in
your home. It is
available for instant use at any
time —'much like
a credit card.
However, since
mommns
your Home Eqmonomm
uityLine is based
IMAM
Warn
on the equity in
WHIM
your home, the
amount you may
borrow can be
substantial.

A11111k

How Do I Use It?
Simply by writing a special check from the book
we provide with your line. We have only two
restrictions: each check must be for a minimum of $500 and no check may exceed the
amount of your Home Equity Line (or your
remaining balance if you have already used
your line).

Mary Noble, 83, who was awakened by her landlord and a police
officer as she slept Sunday in her
Akron apartment, waited patiently
but nervously in a school cafeteria
Monday as two small fires continued TO—Funi.
"I'm calm now, but inside I'm
worried," she said.
Cathy Miglin, a Kenmore High
Schoo: employee who was helping

the evacuees, heard the blast from
her home two miles west of the
derailment.
"1 heard the explosion and all
the sirens, and the dog next door
was howling, so we knew something was up," she said. "And
then we saw that the sky was all lit
up.
"The flames shot at least 500
feet in the air, just like a big
mushroom going up. And the sirens
just started coming from
'everywhere."
R.L. Leckie, spokesman for CSX
Transportation in Jacksonville,
Fla., said nine of the derailed cars
were carrying butane. One of the
tankers was ruptured by the derailment, and it immediately caught
fire, he said.
The blast sent a pungent odor
into the air, said Greg Ray, 41, an
electrical engineer who leLt his
home for the safety of Kenmore
High. He was accompanied by his
wife and their four small children.
"No one complained about it
(the smell), although the kids did,
seem to be coughing more than
normal. I was worried enough. At a
time like that, I can't help but think
about Bhopal," he said, referring
to a chemical leak several years
agc at a Union Carbide plant in
Bhopal. India, that killed thousands
of people.
The cause of the derailment was
under investigation.
— The train's automatic air
brakes activated, stopping the
train," CSX spokesman Lloyd
Lewis said in Akron. "The conductor got out to see what he could
see. That's when the explosion
happened."
Thirteen people were treated at

Flood-relief centers listed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Here are locations and details of
operation for the seven offices set
up to take applications for flood
assistance:
—Frankfort — Frankfort High
School gymnasium. Fourth and
Ewing streets. The center is to
operate 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday through Sunday this week,
serving Franklin, Henry and Owen
counties.
—Lebanon Junction — Dennie
Memorial Methodist Church, Brook
and Main streets; 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
Wednesday through Friday' this
week; Bullitt County.
—Bardstown — Bardstown Civic Center, 325 South Third St; 8
a.m. to 6 p.m., Wednesday through
Friday' this week; Nelson. LaRue
and Washington counties.
—Cynthiana — National Guard
Armory, New Lair Pike; 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. Wednesday through Friday
this week; Bourbon, Harrison and
Pendleton counties.
—Versailles — Community Education Building, South Main Street;
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday and
Thurday; 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday';
Jessamine and Woodford counties.
—Lawrenceburg — Municipal
Building, 205 Woodford St; 8 a.m.

to 6 p.m., Sunday through Tuesday':
Anderson and Mercer counties.
- Elizabethtown — Pritchard
Community Center, South Mulberry Street; 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday
through Tuesday; Hardin County'.

Your interest rate will be 4.25% over the Federal Reserve discount rate for our district. This
rate is subject to change on a monthly basis.
An annual fee of$15 will also be deducted from
your Home Equity Line.
What Is The Highest Inte
,
/ St I Will Pay?
Peoples Bank has placed .44ifetinie rate cap on
our Home Equity Lines of 18%.
What Are The Terms Of Repayment?
The minimum payment is 2% of the outstanding balance or $100, whichever is greater. A
personalized statement will be mailed to you on
the first of each month detailing each transaction. Your checking account will be automatically debited for the amount of payment ten
days after you receive your statement. You can
make additional principal payments if you
desire. There are no penalties for prepayment
at Peoples Bank.
Is It Easy To Get Started?
Yes. Simply call 753-3231 loran appointment.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE 'BOBBY WOLFF
"I've got a better than marginal acceptance. I'll show you three aces,
leaving the final decision to you."
South wins the spade lead with his
jack and immediately leads a low
diamond to dummy's queen. hoping
for some help from the defense.
The best defense against today's What happens if East grabs the ace
slam requires an order of "card and returns a comfortable diamond
sense" on the part of East. Rather jack? Dummy wins and South
than make an obviously routine knows he has only 11 tricks without
play, East must leave South with a the heart finesse. When it wins, he
has his 12 tricks.
losing option.
The bidding tells East that his
North's jump to four no-trump is
not Blackwood; it is a quantitative heart king is subject to capture
raise, inviting a slam. South's re- since West can have no face cards.
sponse is a two-way affair. It says: Therefore, there is no future in winning his diamond ace. What does a
smooth duck by East accomplish? It
leaves South with a chance to go
wrong. Instead of trying the heart
finesse, he may well play West for
the diamond ace, and if he does.
East will be ready with a rude
surprise.
"Education is an admirable thing,
but it is well to remember from
time to time that nothing that is
worth knowing can be taught."
— Oscar Wilde.

Do you feel left out of group
conversations? If your answer is yes you may be one
of millions of Americans
who have a hearing loss.
Amplification
has been
helpful to many who could
not hear words clearly...
maybe we can help you!

Audible
SecretEar
100" Off
OFFER EXPIRES
3-4-89

SPECIAL OFFER
March 1, 2 and 3
•FREE Hearing Test
'FREE Hearing Consultation
0100' Off Audible SecretEar
'Hearing Aid Trial Available
Note: Mr.Cliff Sears, Audible Factory Representative, will be available
at Stone-Lang on March 1, 2 and 3 to answer questions regarding
Audible Hearing Aid Technology.

-APPOINTMENTS ARE RECOMMENDEDNORTH BRANCH
N. 12th and Chestnut

SOUTH BRANCH
S. 12th and Story

MURRAY

CALL NOW: (502) 753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENTER

PEOPLES BANK
KY

206 South
.0140ROM
31,3111
,
11•111.•

MAIN OFFICE

- 5th and Main - 753-3231

IOSAISER FDIC

Also, a toll-free number 800-248-0068 — will be operated 8
a.m. to 7 p.m. daily, until further
notice, for telephone applications
from residents of Butler, Casey and
Trimble counties.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Don't suffer needlessly
from hearing loss!

What Is The Interest Rate?

Akron General Hospital, most suffering from inhalation of smoke
and fumes. One of the 13, an elderly man identified as Edgar Gipson,
was admitted in fair condition after
the fumes aggravated a respiratory
condition, said a nurse who
declined to give her name.
Evacuees also were sent to the
University of Akron's James A.
Rhodes Arena, and many went to
stay with relatives and friends,
officials said.
Lewis said many of the derailed
cars carried non-hazardous materials, including vegetable oil, clay
and sand. One car on the train carried butadiene, which may produce
hazardous smoke when burned, but
it was too far from the burning cars
to cause concern, Mayor Don Plusquellic said.
The nearby Goodrich plant
houses butadiene, a petroleum derivative used to make synthetic rubber and resins.
Butane, which is non-toxic when
burned, is used as a fuel and an
aerosol propellant. The butane was
produced by Ashland Oil, which
sent officials to the site Monday.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, DOhio, flew from Washington to
Akron on Monday to talk to city
officials about the derailment. He
said railroads ought to be prohibited from transporting hazardous
materials within populated areas or
near chemical plants.
"It just doesn't make good
sense,- he said. "This incident
proves the need for a federal law
on it, and I will push for it."
The U.S. District Court in Columbus last year ruled that railroads
are not subject to a 1988 state law
regulating the shipment of hazardous materials.

4th, Murray, KY 42071

NORTH

228A

•K7
•Q J 10
•K Q 9
•Q 10 9 5 4
WEST
EAST
+ 10986
543
8542
•K 7 3
•6 5 2
•A J 10 7 4
+73
+62
SOUTH
•A Q J 2
IP A 9 6
•8 3
•A K J 8
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding.
South
West
14i
Pass
2 NT
Pass
5+
Pass

North
1•
4 NT
6 NT

East
Pass
Pass
All pass

Opening lead: Spade 10
BID WITH THE ACES
2 28 B

South holds •5 4 3
VK73
•A J 10 7 4
+62
North South
1+
l•
2V,
ANSWER: Three diamonds. Mark
time, waiting for partner's next
move
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, !nth sell-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, ilia. Pouted Feature Syndicate
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MHS wins tournament
Murray High School captured
first place Saturday at the Regional
Governor's Cup Academic Competition held at Murray State
University.
Heath and Graves County won
second and third place respectively.
but the competition was up for
grabs until the very end, according
to event sponsor Dr. Gordon
Loberger, associate professor of
English.
"If two of the three losers in the
final round of competition had
won, there would have been a
three-way tie for first and a fourway tie for second," Loberger said.
"That's how close the competition
was."
As it was, four teams tied for the
fourth place spot: Mayfield, Marshall County and Paducah
Tilghman.
Individual categories and winners included:
Mathematics: Yancy Huie from
Murray, first place; Daniel Wilson
from Graves Co., second; Adam
Hobgood from Marshall Co., third;
and Chris Wilson from Graves Co.,
fourth.
Social studies: Josh Reynolds

from Heath, first.; David Koonce
from Mayfield, second,. Bill Mills
from Murray, third; and Chip
Adams from Murray, fourth.
Science: Jeanne Henze! from
Graves Co., first; Mike Thompson
from Paducah Tilghman, second;
Kevin Freeman from Fulton Co.,
third; and James Westphal) from
Murray, fourth.
Language arts: Josh Reynolds
from Heath. first; Chad Roedemcier from Paducah Tilghman, second; Kristin Haugen from Mayfield, third; and Trace Conn from
Mayfield, fourth.
English: Scott Gordon from
Murray, first; Rachel Lohaus from
Fulton Co., second; Kathy Wilson
from Calloway Co., third; and Cindy Harris from Fulton Co., fourth.
Quick recall team competition:
Murray first, Graves Co. second,
Marshall Co. third and Heath
fourth.
Future problem solving competition: Heath first, Graves Co. second and Marshall o. third. Future
problem solving sit competition:
Marshall Co. first, Heath second
and Graves Co. third.

Bell new KSP trooper
The 66th Kentucky State Police
Cadet Class graduated recently
introducing 50 new troopers to the
field. The class lasted 21 weeks
and Melvin C. Leonhart, 29, of
Greenup, Aas class valedictorian.
Graduation and swearing-in ceremonies were preceded by an open
house at the Kentucky State Police
Headquarters in Frankfort, where
the training academy is located.
Key speaker at the graduation ceremony, held at Woodford Co.
Middle School, was Lloyd E. Dean,

Klan march
in Pikeville
is March 19
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Pikeville City Commission, reversing its decision of two weeks ago,
voted Monday to allow the Ku
Klux Klan to march in Pikeville on
March 19.
Imperial Wizard Virgil Griffin
had requested the permission in a
letter to Pikeville police three
weeks ago, saying the parade
would be aimed at recruiting new
members and passing out literature
about the organization.
But the commission promptly
voted not to issue the permit for
the parade.
Griffin then threatened to sue,
prompting Monday's vote, which
was 5-0 in favor of allowing the
march.
Commissioner Greg Justice said
he would ask residents of this eastern Kentucky town to stay away
that day.
"We are asking that no one be
in town," he said.
Justice also said he would try to
dissuade former Pikeville City
Manager Frank Carlton from organizing a protest demonstration.
Carlton has said he would meet
with the Pike County Ministerial
Association to organize the protest
if the Klan's request was approved.
In September, some 300 people
watched a similar Klan march in
flearby Grundy, Va.

FBI Special Agent-in-Charge of the
Louisville office.
Two new officers were presented
the KSP Trooper's Medal for their
life-saving efforts on Dec. 23,
1988. Tpr. Edward Crum and Tpr.
James Justice, then cadets, came
upon an injury accident outside of
Salyersville and began treating a
man for shock and massive bleeding until the rescue squad arrived.
Commissioning of the new officers was officiated by the honorable
Joseph E. Lambert, Justice of the
Supreme Court of Kentucky, at the
Capitol Rotunda.
The new troopers bring the total
number of sworn personnel up to
891. Named in the list of the 50
officers with assignment to the
Mayfield Post was George Bell. 26,
Murray.

Con Lady's Tragic Story
Is Really a Tawdry Farce
By Abigail Van Buren
•
Six Calloway County High School students have been nominated to
participate in the Governor's Scholars Program, an academic enrichment program for outstanding high school juniors. The six are, front
row: Penny Green and Kathy Wilson. Back row: Robert Orr, Michael
Ross, Jon Rose and Mike Hopk:ns.

Six from CCHS in GSP
Six Calloway County High
School students have been nominated to participate in the Governor's Scholars Program, an
academic enrichment program for
outstanding high school juniors.
The Governor's Scholars Program will bring together 600 gifted
students on the campuses of Centre
College in Danville and Murray
State University. The students will
im through concentrated study, discussion. cultural and creative activity and recreation. This summer the
program will be held from June 18
to July 22.
The Primary Nominees from
Calloway County are: Mike Hopkins and Jon Rose. The Primary
Nominees from a school district are
automatically accepted into the
program.
At-Large Nominees will compete
for selection in a pool from which
scholars will be chosen by a statewide selection committee. The AtLarge candidates from Calloway
.County are: Penny Green, Robert
Orr, Michael Ross and Kathy
Wilson.
Hopkins is the son of Betty

Smith and Darrell Hopkins, Route
2, Murray. He is a member of the
CCHS Academic Team and has
participated in Chemistry, Geometry and Academic Tournaments.
Rose is the son of Janice and
Jack Rose of Oxford Drive, Murray. He is sports director of
WCSD-TV and is a member of the
CCHS Acadmeic Team, Beta Club,
FBLA and the Speech Team.
Green is the daughter of Gela
Green, Route 1, Murray. At CCHS
she is a member of FBLA and the
Computer Club.
Orr is the son of Lou and John
Orr, Route 5. Murray. He is a
member of Beta Club, Foreign
Language Club, Student Council
and the CCHS Footbal Team.
Ross is the son of Frances and
Robert Ross, Route 1, Dexter. He
is a member of the CCHS math
team and Beta Club and has been a
state qualifier in Cross Country.
Wilson is the daughter of Janice
and James Pat Wilson, New Concord. She is a member of Beta
Club, FFA, and won first place in
essay writing in district Sweet 16
Academic Showcase.

DEAR ABBY. The constant rain
in Seattle must soften our brains I.
too, was taken in by a sob story
from a young woman who told nle
she had been "beaten and rubbed'
and was desirate for bus fare
her on the streets in
After seei
the next weeks, conning other
people, it became apparent to me
that she had other uses for the
money she collected.
one day I saw her setting up
another sucker near a cash maehine
and I decided to take action I mot :n
line and waited. She saw me so she
stayed away, but when her victim
got in line behind me. I turned to
him and recited the story she must
have given him, and let him kni,%%
that she'd already fleeced Int• ,m(1
many others. I left him with the
information and went about my
business.
Twenty minutes later who should
he crossing the street. hut the poor
young lady! She turned to inc .111d
said defiantly. "I got- my II' bucks
anyway!!!
At least now I knoa there.- a
bigger fool in Seattle than me
PHILIP A Hi iCkEfJ{
DEAR PHILIP: Don't he so
quick to buy her story. If she
lied about needing bus fare, she
could have lied about getting
the 40 bucks.

DEAR ABBY Please lab
settle a bet and win a dmner
mate and I are at odds ,Aa•r rim
or
reason for the red flag
mailbox. She says we shbuid nut it
U p to let the mail carrier know that
there is mail in the box to he picked
up.
in

Heart Association stresises health We need you.
"Using the knowledge gained
from research the American Heart
Association has helped improve
patient care, educate medical professionals and increase public
awareness of the threat of cardiovascular disease." said Irma LaFoltette of Calloway County,
President.
Based on research, the American
Heart Association has developed
many programs targeted at the
public to inform them of the importance of having a healthy lifestyle.
Here is one example that is helping our local people to care about
their hearts.
In 1956. the link between dietary
fat and serum cholesterol was
discovered.
This discovery was the basis for
the AHA's decision to urge Americans to change their eating habits.
Additional studies conducted
since the link between fat and serum cholesterol was discovered
have concluded that cardiovascular
disease is directly linked to the
level of cholesterol in the blood.
Researchers found that lowering
cholesterol levels can reduce the
incidence of fatal heart attacks.

In 1985, the AHA ventured into
supermarkets across the country
with a nutrition education program
called American Heart's Food Festival. The Food Festival, a community education program to help
the public understand the relationship between a high fat, high
cholesterol diet and heart disease,
was developed based on the fact
that while scientific research clear!y indicated the relationship
between blood cholesterol levels
and the development of cardiovascular diseases, there was no national program in existence to educate
the consumer in the grocery store
about the role of diet in heart
health.
AHA Calloway County volun-

I told her that its original purpose
was to let the homeowner know that
his mail had been delivered Can
vu help me'
1." S MALE
DEAR MALE: According to
Mike Orland, supervisor of the
Beverly Hills, Calif., post office:
—The flag goes up to signal the
mail carrier that there is outgoing mail in the box to be
collected?'
You owe your mate a dinner.

•
I tEAR ABBY I read with interest
the letter regarding the multiplication of pups from one female dog —
trim one to 4.0151 in seven years —
and the plea to have them neutered
would like to relate this to the
equal proliferation of mankind
Starting with 1 billion in ltiOft the
population doubled in 125 years
rim 1925 ti l97, the increase was
e billion The projection :it this
r.itt. is 14 billion by 21127,'
The time has ,orrit, iind gone
when we should have begun neutering the irresponsible breeders of the
human herd I tur tramile ecology
depends on it.
LYLE !silfft }R.E. HIV h HAWAII
DEAR MR. MOORE: That's
food for thought. But is anybody
listening?

Dear Abby's Cookbooklet is a collection of fa‘orite recipes — all tested.
tried and terrific! To order, send your
name and address, plus check or
money order for $3.50 ($4 in (anada)
to: Abby's Cookbooklet. PO. Box 4-17.
Mount Morris. I IL e11054. 'Postage is
included.i

NFT-)`. PIGHTING FOP

JOURI_IF-E

American Heart
Association

Free or inexpensive materials on
nutrition and cholesterol are available from AHA.

THE BUCK
STARTS HERE.

teers are also involved in nutrition
education for Murray and Calloway
County through the nutrition programs in this area.
"AHA-supported projects have
contributed to the overall reduction
of cardiovascular disease," said
LaFollette. "The American Heart
Association will continue to fund
research anftdevelop programs to
further its Access."

Remember the 10th

The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier
must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They buy their papers
from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before th 10th of each month. They depend on you to write
their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the right change and you
avoid the bother of monthly collection.

Mi!ierray Ledger & Times

Newspaper is usually the first place
people go when considering a purchase,
it's their primary source of advertising
information.
Newspaper helps spark the local
economy by putting dollars into circulation. And that's good for everyone, not
just the retailer.

Because a strong local economy means
lower property taxes, more jobs, tax support for community services and a better
place to live.
Newspaper is more than just a smart
place to advertise.
It's a integral part of our lives.

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue
753-1916
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Evening classes available
in spring at Murray State
ics to inquire as soon as possible to
obtain more information about a
course and how to register.
She emphasized that registration
must be done in advance and that
classes are filled on a first-come,
first-served basis. Fees for the
courses vary.
The Community Education Program is a joint project of the Center
for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach at Murray
State and the Calloway County
school system.

A variety of non-credit courses
ranging from how to make videos
to investment opportunities is being
offered during the spring semester
at Murray State University through
the Community Education Program
on the campus.
Many of the courses are scheduled in the evenings or on Saturdays to accommodate persons who
cannot attend classes on a daytime
schedule during the week.
Other course topics include
financial planning for retirees, time
and stress management, dog obedience, birds, woodworking, spring
flowers, basic mechanics for
women, ACT preparations and preparing your own takes in spite of
new laws.
Karen Burkeen, community education coordinator, urged anyone
in,Lereted in any of the course top-

Additional information about
courses and registration requirements may be obtained by calling
or visiting Karen Burkeen in the
Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach on the
third floor of Sparks Hall, telephone (502) 762-2086.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

e7Am
010

Fraaces Drake

Legal
tSotic•
the
What kind of day will tomorrow be To find out what the stars say, read
I. Melissa C VanHorn. as of
forecast given for your birth sign.
Monday, February 20 owe
no debts but my own
FOR WEDNE,SDAY, MARCH 1, 1989
UNITED STATES DISTRICT
now and others will be convinced by COURT WESTERN DISARIES
TRICT OF KENTUCKY AT
what you have to say.
(Max. 21 to Apr. 19)
PADUCAH,
UNITED
You function well in group SCORPIO
STATES OF AMERICA,
activities now. A marriage of true (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
PLAINTIFF vs. REAL PROPminds is the way you feel about a
Even if you and a partner may ERTY LOCATED ON THE
CHARLIE MILLER ROAD
meeting with a friend today. disagree about a possible purchase, APPROXIMATELY 10 MILE
Double-check costs involved with you couldn't have a better day for WEST OF U.S. 641 NEAR
ALMO,
CALLOWAY
travel.
shopping. Good judgment is an asset COUNTY,
KENTUCKY,
TAURUS
to you regarding family matters OWNED BY LEWIS AND
REBECCA DUNCAN, DE(Apr. 20 to May 20)
today.
FENDANT. CIVIL ACTION
Though judgment is good about SAGITTARIUS
NO. C88-03181'(J). PUBLIC
NOTICE
business interests today, you may be (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Pursuant to a Warrant ol
a bit hasty now in your use of credit.
It's a day for contacting others and Arrest of Property issued in
Concentrate on ways to improve making important phone calls. Extra the above-entitled cause, I
did, on January 5, 1989, seize
long-range financial security.
self-confidence makes you quite from
Lewis and Rebecca DunGEMINI
effective in communicating your can, the following-. REAL
PROPERTY LOCATED ON
(May 21 to June 20)
/111 ideas. Begin creative projects.
THE CHARLIE MILLER
This is no time to keep things to CAPRICORN
ROAD APPROXIMATELY 1/
3 MILE WEST OF U.S. 641
yourself, especially grievances. A talk (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
NEAR ALMO, CALLOWAY
with a loving tie results in a better
A private chat bodes well for your COUNTY,
KENTUCKY,
understanding of each other. Travel is financial interests. You may have OWNED BY LEWIS AND
REBECCA
DUNCAN.
favored.
mixed feelings about going out
Pursuant to Rule C of SupCANCER
tonight. Noisy children could squelch plemental Rules of Civil Procedure,
I hereby give notice
(June 21 to July 22)
/41
4 E your plans for extra quiet now.
generally unto all persons
You're extra efficient on the job AQUARIUS
having or claiming to have
any nght, title, or interest in
today. Down-to-earth thinking and (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
the
foregoing described artipracticality abet your purposes.
It's better to visit with others than cle(s)
that they must file their
Business talks are favored. An to have company over at present. claims with the Clerk of this
Court
within ten (10) days
irritation could arise now with a You'll be very busy on the phone
after the date ofthis notice, or
friend.
today. You're thinking very clearly within such additional time
LEO
now and know how to get your ideas as may be allowed by the
Court, and must serve their
(July 23 to Aug.22)
across.
answers to the Complaint
A partner remains your best PISCES
within twenty (20) days after
400. the
filing of their claims. All
confidante. You'll
enjoy
wow claims
an (Feb. 1910 Mar. 20)
filed shall comply with
entertainment that stimulates you
It's better to continue working on a the requirements of Paragraph
(6)
of said Rule C. JUmentally now. It's best to be patient. plan than to present it prematurely
DITH A. FERRY FOR:
Don't force issues on the job.
now. You're enthusiastic, but perhaps RALPH L. HOLING UNITED
VIRGO
too much in a rush. You'll be dealing STATES MARSHAL Western
District of Kentucky, Pub(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
with one temperamental type today. lished:
February 28, March 7,
You'll be keeping things spic and
YOU
BORN
TODAY
are and 14, 1989.
span around the house today. Today
independent and self-reliant. You'd
020
little things seem to fall into place for
do well in business for yourself and
you. Friction could arise with an
are a hard worker. Always strive for
Notice
in-law tonight.
projects that allow you to express
LIBRA
your individuality.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Don't rush your decision about a
BASEBALL
business proposition made
today. You have a way with wor
CARDS!
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I LET HIM
BITE ME!

1 5AW THI5 DOG THE OTHER PAY
AND HE SAO HE HADN'T HAD A
0
BITE IN THREE PASOOCL.

ROI 0
AARF

My NO'

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Country western singer Kenny
Rogers has received a humanitarian
ward from the National Association
for Campus Activities for helping
hungry people.
Rogers received the Harry Chapin Award for Contributions to
Humanity. The award, presented
Feb. 22, is named for the late
singer.
Rogers has donated concert proceeds to hunger organizations and
supported charitable efforts such as
USA for Africa and Hands Across
America.
"Few people in their lifetimes
are in a position to do a lot of good
with little time invested. I'm one at
this point. I feel like it's almost
blasphemous not to do it on a cause
that is this important," said
Rogers, who is known for hits such
as "The Gambler."
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NESTLE IIIAI SY
WHAT ARE YOU \ WOW, 15
,IT HER
GIVING LOUISE
BIRTHIDIAY
LOS& FOR HER
BIRTHPAY

THANKS FOR TIPPING
ME OFF. I'LL. THINK
OF SOMETHING

ANC) I WANT YOLIP
HONEST OPINION

1

2

3

II

I

ANYONE can apply! Guaranteed Visa , MC, US
charge Even with bad credit No one refused Call
(213)925-9906 ext U 1323
ERASE bad credit with our
self guided kit Guaranteed
Call 602-277 5;46 ext
6783
SUCCESSFUL Diet You
bet, for me now for you
Easy paced Lifetime results $5 Tom Miles, Box
6698, Las Cruces, NM
88006

20
23

WHEN M7 LORD,
DuKE
SHAMBAC2,
CAME HERE
IN FRIEND\5HiP„,

,..TO BORROW
MONEY..

1-1H

HE NOW DEMAND
.TIG FACTION. AS 15 CU5TCIMARY,
YOU WILL 04005E WEAPONS.

SURE.HE
TRIED TO HIT
'ME.I THREW
HIM.
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New

TOMORROW:
AWAIT? WHAT

Apply at:

•

•
•
: Haircuts :
•
Etc. •
•
•
••••••••••••
DID Christmas get you behind'? Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50°01 Call
today 753-0171

Due to new federal
regulations we are
expanding our staff
of professional
nurses. RNs needed
for all shifts. LPNs
needed for 3-11 &
11-7 shifts. Competitive salary and
benefits. Apply at:

West View
Nursing
Home
1401 S. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
EOE

M /F

$200 A DAY processing
Lost
phone orders from your
And Found
homel People call you Call
LOST- Large, male, 8 9 a.m.- 5 p
m.
month old, Bird Dog White (615)883-8868
with liver spots on side,
ears and head with white $3501DAY processing
streak on head Answers to phone orders people call
'Joe'. Lost in Bethel you No experience necesChurch Rd and Grogan - sary Call (refundable)
Rowland Rd area on Fri- 315-733 6063
day afternoon Childrens
BABYSITTER needed in
pet 753-6500 or 753-3617
my home 3 or 4 days per
week, days or afternoons
GRAY cat 16 months old
spot on stomach, no collar 753,3317
Lost on Miller Ave
BONUS INCOME Earn
759-4466 or 753-0342
$200-$500 weekly Mailing
Child's pet
1989 travel brochures For
LOST 2,15'89 Black and more information send
tan Sher)/ Huskie mixed, stamped envelope to INC.,
named Mop Last seen at P0 Box 2139, Miami, FL
MSU wearing orange re- 33261
flective collar 759-9619 or
489-2778

DUEEII T

1 Ardor
2 Ivy League

•

RN & LPN

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

12Ua

15

(„ YOU IN5ULTEDH15 HONOR
AND HIS PERSON

EARN MONEY reading
books! $30,000, yr income
potential Details 11)
805-687-6000 Ext
Y-10706

point
41 Up a —
(stumped)
43 Negative
votes
45 Dress border
47 Goals
50 Asner ID
52 Unit of
Iranian
currency
53 Wooden pin
56 Poet
58 "— on
Sunday'
60 Louganis ID
61 Calm
63 Come into
view
65 Church
council
66 Chinese
distance
measure
67 Put to —
temployl

1 Hurricane
center
4 Exists
6 Odes
11 Potential
13 Venerate
15 Hirt of music
16 Street show
18 Object of
worship
19 Recent
21 Unclothed
22 Note of scale
23 Ingredient
26 Conducted
29 Extinct
flightless
bird
31 Want
33 Nickel
symbol
34 "Matlock'
star init
35 The sun
38 Scottish
river
39 Brother of
Odin
40 Compass

HYLIK

YARK

COUNTRY Jeans's Special Prices! Group of pans
$1989 Sweatshirts $4 off
regular price New shipment of Lee Zipback Rider
,eons, 3-15 Junior sizes
Guess Basic jeans, size
26-31 waist Also mens
Lee. Levi, Jordache 10%
Off ladies waist size pans
Lots More On Sale' Rego
lar hours, Friday 4,6p m
Saturday 10a m -4p m 5
miles 94 East Open by
appointment

•Receive guaranteec•
•
•salary, high corn•mission, paid vaca-•
•ton, paid education.•
•
•
•
•ca
• id retirement plan •

FULL time secretary Must
work weekends Apply in
person, 9a m to 3p m
Monday
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint, Thursday through
Resort, 94 east
5 gal can $29 99 Get at Shady Hills
Black's Decorating Center, of state park
701 S 4th St , Murray
HOME ASSEMBLY INCOME Assemble products
WARD'S Leather & Skins.
home Part-time ExperiNew line of all leather at
ence unnecessary Details
sweaters, purses, men's
813-327-0896, Ext
leather boots. belts, $5 bill Call
D188
folds, etc 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line Rd
(893)492-8580

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

I CAVE'EM
WHAT THEY
WANT

ARk

dono
DeSt.

•
••••••••••••
•
•
•
• Hairstylist •

LYr-4DIA'S Pretty Punch
Shop Complete line o
punch embroidery. Special
Buy 2 patterns and get 3rd
Free! 2 Miles west of Hazel
on State Line Road (Hwy
893), 492-8580

759-4436

ALL natural, eggless,
nuts. No additives,
cholestorol. The Body
signer, 115 S 13th
753-3492

Medicare Is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the bill.
In fact, If you go to the
hospital. You or your
Insurance will have to
pay the first $560.00
before Medicare pays
anything. For free information call;

"Our 26th Year"

A COLD JUST CAME
BY, AND SAC IT
LAJAS NUNGRY..

EXPERIENCED body man
needed Call 8a m 5p m
753 9841

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

A

zez
'° -Chalpin Award
'
oes to Rogers

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

UNNE

LEAN
S
D
N T SIT 1
TA I LOR
0 RillOttsrE
whirlwind
8 Bad
9 Purple
Heart, e.g.
10 Theater
sign: abbr.
12 Teutonic
deity
14 Spanish
article
17 Paradise
20 Marry
24 "Raiders of
the — Ark"
25 Golf mound
27 Resentful
begrudging
28 Expires
29 Sprint
30 S-shaped
molding
32 Depression
36 Morsel
37 Michael of
"The
Wallons''
42 Great Lake
44 Viper
46 — Christmas
48 Judge's
mallet
49 Fragrant
oleoresin
51 Arabian
seaport
54 Omelet
ingredients
55 Merriment
56 "Nuts"
star mot
57 Roman
bronze
59 Again
prefix
62 Negative
64 Urich ID

Pay LeS$
DRUGS
Pay Less Drugs is now
accepting applications
for Pharmacists for our
Murray, Kentucky store
Competitive starting
salary, excellent fringe
benefits No phone
calls Send resume to
Paducah, KY 42001.
Attn Lonnie Griffin

LIGHT office and telephone
work Apply in person Walnut Plaza, 104 N Main,
Room 4205 Tuesday Feburary 28 through Thursday March 2, 1-4P M
LPN full-time 3-11, 11-7
Monday Friday positions
Apply at Mills Manor Nursing Home Mayfield
MARSHALL County Hospital is recruiting for a parttime RN to work in the
intensive care unit Competitive wages and benefits
available
Submit
application/ resume to
Marshall County Hospital,
502 Gee McClain Dr. Benton, KY 42025, Alt
Personnel
REGISTERED Nurse or
Licensed Practical Nurse
needed for the 7a m -7p m
shift on Saturdays and Sun
days with Monday- Friday
off each week This position
is eligible for a 12 hour
bonus Interested persons
should apply in person
Heritage Manor, 4th & Indiana, Mayfield, KY 42066
or call 247 0200 M
PROGRAMMER
NEEDED
National Co. seeks
programmer in Fulton, Ky. Individual will
be programed for
IBM Computer RPG
III Language. Experience preferred, not
necessary. Please
send resume and
salary history to:
P.O. Box 500
Fulton, Ky. 42041

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1989

CLASSIFIEDS
Jt,1

100
Business
OPPoclunitY

TEACHER position available at Murray Calloway
County Hospitals Child
Care Center The as
needed position required a
minimum of high school
diploma but a degree in
early childhood education

IF you would like to own
your own buisneSs now is
the bmel Changes are being made with Diet Center
that will mean a business
boom Personal commitments are forcing sale For
additional information re
spend to P0 Box 115
Hazel, Ky 42049

WAITRESSES, dishwashers and maintenance man Call for appointment 436-5496 or
436-2524
WORK AT HOME I Earn up
to $300 a dayl People call
youl 1-615-859-6315 Ext
L-11 or 1-615-851-6439
Ext L-11 No calls after
8p m
WORK from home $60 per
100 preparing mail Information send stamp to K.S
Enterprises, P.O. Box
5157-GT, Hillside. NJ
07205

'Enhance your
image with a professionally prepared.
and typeset resume.
20 Copies $20

The Mail
House
St.
inside CBM
Computer Center)
31.1

MOVING- Must Selll Fully
equipped and established 7
station beauty salon 3 ton
AiC and gas h-int Great
location Downtown Paris,
Tenn 901-642-2291 after
6p m , 759-9444
110
Instruction

WE service all brands of
kerosene heaters and carry
a full line of parts Keith's
Lawn & Tractor. Industrial
Road 759 9831

PROM dress and crinoline
lots of ruffles white
trimmed with red floor
length size 7 753 8583

14x80 MOBILE home 3
bedrooms 2 full baths central air' gas heat Call
762-3079 or 753 6346

REFURBISHING 87 bed
personal care home For
sale existing bedroom living room furniture and carpeting See at Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr . Murray

1985 HIGH 14x66, with
furniture appliances, in
park $10000 753 6726

090
Situation
Wanted'

HOME STUD,' RES 1 RAMO,'

•FlNANCIAL AID AVAIL
.../OB PLACEMENT ASSIST
1-800-327-7728

WASHER and dryer $18
per week, rent to own MO
vie World 753-4663

BROWN plaid couch and
chair, 2 gold rockers $150
753 4038

1-800-327-7728

For Sale
Or Trade
WILL trade daet, f-re cured
tobacco base for burley
pounds for 1999 crop year
Call Shea Sykes 753 8251

Want
To Buy

WILL clean your home or
office. Dependable and responsible 753-1334 or
435-4569

BUYING aluminum cans
500 & 550 lb , battery,
scrap metal, copper and
iunk cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days. 498-8785
nights

WILL take care of children
Have references
753-5149
WOULD like to babysit regularly Monday- Friday, infant to 5 years. Experienced, references, live in
town, very reasonable
rates Days or evenings
753-2860
100
Business
Opportunity
DO you deserve success?
Financial freedom? Do you
want to be your own boss?
It's simpler than you think'
Write, Lakeland Publishing.
PO Box 381, Murray, Ky.
FAMILY HAIR CARE SALON Exceptional opportunity to own an excellent
business' Outstanding
clientele and product sales,
superior equipment including 2 Wolff suntanning
beds. Good location with
good lease, very reasonable utilities and rent
Owner retiring Excellent
terms with owner financing
long term at reasonable
rates Salon will pay for
itself in less than 1 year
Serious inquiries only
753-8248 after 8p m
SMALL auto repair business tools, equipment,
motors and parts
759-9924

KING SIZE WATERBED
All the extras 753-8'02
after 5p m

Train for Careers In
•AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
h OmE STuDy PPS "•,•••.',
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
.106 PLACEMENT ASSIST.

NlCE couch that makes a
ng-sue bed, $100 1
• itsk naughahyde couch.
iO3 Also Honda 175 Many
7' er items Call nights and
weekends 759 4722 or
759-1016
PUT in your order for a
handsome custom made
butcher block table From
basic to excuisite any size,
neight or shape to to your
need or fancy Genuine oak
dos Call today 435-4142

Antiques
3 DRAWER dresser. $100
436 5463
190
Farm
Equipment
YOE John Deere 4440
lsed
.Thr
7'59 '2.94 cr 753 452.3

FRAME mounted trailer
hitch for pick-up truck class
3 759-4905
WE buy scrap aluminum
copper, brass and alum'
num cans Call Balcan Re
cycling @ 753 0338

Sports
Equipment
TROPHIES and plaques
Don t horget to check at
Faye's 54 Main St
76,1 7747

Musical

300 GALLON pull type
spray rig. 200 amp utility
pole 436-2689
BEAUTY Shop equipment
and suntan bed 4 years
old 753-0658 after 5p m
FOR Sale 3 storage sheds
like houses complete
electric in every way 3 lots
for sale with complete
hook-ups for mobile
homes 2 mobile homes
You have to see to believe'
Call for an appointment
492 8806
IT'S time to start thinking
about that yard' Several
fawn mowers for sale, including 2 riding mowers
and 15 push mowers Different sizes and price ranges
759-1268
NEW portable Emmerson
stereo, radio, dual cassette Shwinn BMX bike.
good condition Miniture
Poodle, black, male AKC
For more information call
Mrs Ed Collie at 753-4744

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life Insurance, IRA, Major Medical, Medicare
Supplement or Nursing Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several companies to give you the best possible
rate and benefits and deliver the
information to you at your home. If
you decide to buy a policy from us,
we also give you free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed,
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
you need service, all you have to do
is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

1988 CLAYTON 1452
gas heat central air, under
pinning 753-3310

2 BEDROOM trailer fo
rent city limits, prefe
adults, no pets 753-9866
20R 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric. air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

Business
Rentals
FOR Rent Or Sale 302
Alin St , 1.600 sq ft available March 1 753-5485

Apartments
For Rent
1 BEDROOM furnished
sipartment for rent, 121
North next to Fairgrounds
753 3139 No pets

3 REGISTERED Chesapeake Bay Retriever pups 1982 REGAL Summerset
fully loaded t tops 1
for sale 759-4023
owner, 759 1543 or
AKC Black Scottish Terrier 753 0509
females $150 cash
1984 BUICK Park Avenue
489 2246
4 door, white loaded low
FOR Sale or Trade AKC mties 1 owner This
car is
Rottweiler puppies in mint
condition See at
753-6879
Black s Decorating Center
AKC Toy Poodles $150 1 or call 753 0839 or
male 2 females rea'11 to 436 2935 after 5p m
go' 901 642 9174
1984 CAPRICE Classic.
AKC Toy Poodles 7 weeks V 8, power windows, locks
and seats tilt, cruise new
old $150 901-6429174
tires 32 000 actual miles
$4750 753-5094
1984 PLYMOUTH Reliant
Stationwagon automatic,
KOPPERUD Realty offers air nice little car $2 450
759 9698
a complete range of Rea
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes
all prices 753 1222 to
Per Month
tree 1 800-251-HOME Ext
$487"
Down
711L for courteous, compe
tent Real Estate service
87 Dodge Omni
We make buying & selling
Toyota OF MURRAY
Real Estate easy for you
753-4961

$19833

MOBILE home lot 2
miles east of town
759-9313 after 5p m
RESIDENTIAL lots for sale
on Sunset Blvd , Loch Lomond and Broach St
753-4782 No call after
8p m.
d60
Homes
For Sale

1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment
mile from
.impus water paid. $175' GOVERNMENT HOMES'
-nth No pets or children
$1 (U-Repair) foreclosures,
Available March 1
tax delinquent property
_• 5990
Now selling. This areal Cal!
' BEDROOM furnished (refundable)
• iPily remodeled near 5 1 518-459-3546 Ext H973
for listings.
aed campus $200
Or

759 4577 after

' -111'7-iDOM apartment
• w•I.e newly redccor•• .rf $125 per month Call
'3 9251 before 5p rr or
'59 4545 after 5p m
1 BEDROOM apartment
A
LA !ties
$150 per
-earth no pets 753 3949

PAIR of 901 Bose speakers
with equalizer
Call
759-4522 or 753 5905. ask
for Stan
240
Miscellaneous
BUTTONS cu- tem
Faye s, 514 Nil- it
to Pagliais
FIREWOOD
437-4667

,
-•er

for sale

FIREWOOD tor Safe Tree
removal Pr'( rstimate
436-2562 436 2759
FOR sale Pink southern
prom dress size 18
436-2989

Motorcycles

2 BEDROOM apartment in
t.—thwood $250 per
-• •-•th 759-4406

1980 750 K HONDA
12 000 actual miles Nice
bike $1000 obo 489-2368
after 5p m

CONDO style apartmnnt
with garage university
-view quiet area. 2 years
old central heat and air
microwave, stove. refrigerator. 1 year lease $400 a
month 753-8096
mUR Cal opts Northwood
0, 1 2 or 3 BR Now
renting Equal Housing Opportunity 759-4984

GO carts, go carts go ciarts! NEW 1 bedroom apart
5 HP single and double ment partially furnished
seats Keith's Lawn & Trao
woll insulated carpet $200
tor Center, industrial Road
pids deposa no pets Days
Call 759-9831
7 5.3 1 953
nights
LARGE large large -.elec- 753 0870
tion of storage bLiJilfl-iS 'ii TAK'NG applications for
stock for immediate Oeliv- Section 2 Rent Subsidized
ery. Acme Portable Build
apt 1 2 or 3 BR Apply
ings, Mayfield
Ky
Apts Hardin, Ky
502-247-7831
Equal
Housing
•
SEASONED oak firewood Opportunity
753-5476 Charles Barnett
WE have special prices and
good service on caps
calendars, political cam
paign materials, magnetic
signs and hundreds of Ad
vertising Specialty items
Also, garage repair forms
and salesbooks Jim & He
len Cain, Route 2 Box 27
Murray, Ky
42071
(502)759-1602
250
Business
Services

ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING
IRS Refund Avg. 18 Day
Filed Direct With IRS
Computer Accurate Filing
Prices starting at $10
AVAILABLE AT:
JOYCE NOEL TAX SVC
Norsworthy Road
489-2440
OR
MIKE HODGE TAX SVC
Southside Shopping Ctr
759-1425

Houses
For Rent

1986 CHRYSLER LeBa
ron 4 door, extra nice
$3,800 Ricks Vinyl Roots
& Motor Sales 753 9872

1986 PONTIAC Bonnevil'e
4 door, automatic, air. tilt.
cruise. 68 000 miles, good
condition
$4 450
759 9698
1986 RED Firebird, 20 000
actual miles Call after
4p m 437-4616
1987 CAPRICE Classic
V-8, new tires, $6 700 extra nice. 437 4422 or
437-4723

HOUSE in New Concord, 1987 YUGO 'ocks and
Ky For Sale 2 bedroom, runs like new. 27 30 MPG
central heat and air, par- $2,675 Or best offer
tially under ground, low util- 753-6723
ities, $35,000 436-2639
2 DATSUN 240Z 1970 and
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath home 1971, good mechanically,
in town Shown by appoint- both cars need body werk
ment only Call before CheaP i $895 both sees
9p m 753-8950 Low $40s 753-3465

BEDROOM apartment
ntsar downtown Murray
53 4109

2 BEDROOM furnished
apartment . mile from
campus water paid $180,
month available March 15,
no pets no children
53 5980

1985 Z-28 blue, excellent
condition, !ow rrilleage
437-4703

1986 OLDS Cutlass Ciera
LS 4 door, fuliy loaded. V 6
engine, 33 MPG on the
road, extra sharp, triple
charcoal gray, wire wheels,
luggage rack vinyl roof
753 6244

3 BEDROOM house in
Hazel carpet, very nice
Will sell for pay oft
492-8755
BY Contractor New 3 bedroom houses, designed for
convenient family living
Call 753 3903 after
4 30p m

1985 BUICK LaSabre Lim
ited collectors edition
82,000 miles, extra nice
car Reduced from $6,000
to $5,600 759 9698

1986 MAZDA 323 38,XXX
miles, air, 5 speed AM FM
cassettr
759-1855

3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000 Call 753-1203

470

220

2 PROM Dresses both size
7-8. 1 black lame, 1 tur
quolse lame, $100 each
753- 7506

1988 14%70, 2 BEDROOM,
2 bath, all electric, CA &
CH wall to wall carpet,
blinds and curtains. GE
stove refrigerator, D.'W,
underpinned and winterized, 9x12 deck By appointment 753-2922. ask
for Tom, after 6p m
53-7124

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Home
Furnishings

• Div of A C T Corp
Nati iltiqtic P.
,Tvano Bch FL

140

WILL sit with the elderly or
sick 'Experienced and references 753-4590 Call
for more information

Mobile
Homes For Sale

GE refrigerator avocado good condition $125
White bathroom sink with
faucets $20 753 9473

Train to be a Professional
•SECRETARY
•EXECUTIVE SEC.
•WORD PROCESSOR

SIT with sick or elderly, live
in or out 753-0785

WILL do house cleaning
Call anytime, 753-6616.

270

Appliances

130

Used
Cars

-POWTOON San Pan Executive, 81 model. 60 horse
Johnson with trailer, fully
eqipped -Pool table' regulation 'Irvin Kays' cover,
good condition 75 street
bike -Honda- 360 fully
equipped
new tires
436 5695

155

Main

753-7759

Miierray Ledger & Times

Miscellanea*.

THE HART Sk•HT-,,,,

Resumes

I

240

Help
Wanted

is preferred The day shift
position is available immediately and interested individuals should apply to
Murray Calloway County
Hospital, Personnel Department, 803 Poplar St,
Murray, KY 42071 E 0 E

l' xi .1

1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo
Sports Coupe new turbo
new tires power windows
T-tops, power steering
power brakes AM-FM stereo. cruise control Cal
753-5535 or 753 8200

TWO 1979 Monzas • 4 cylin
BORDERS Cycle and ATV der and 6 cylinder
Center Used ATVs, parts.. 436-2879 after 5p m or
service accessories and leave message on
tires 200 North Main Ben- machine
ton Ky 502 527 1680

Now it's
Dan Taylor

1980 FORD Courier
5 speed. topper good con
cition $1.650 753-9181 or
753 8124 after 5p m
1924 CHEVY Silverado
swb 4x4 11 - lift 38- tires.
chrome wheels 305 Cl,
PW PB air, cruise, tilt
AM FM cassette Nice in
tenor Extra sharp Auto
-natio. transmission going
'Dad- but still drivable
$7500 chio 489 2368 after
5o m
1394 F 150 PS 3 speed
over drive 300 6 cylinder
$3 800 firm 435-4278

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

GENERAL repair Carden
try plumbing roofing yard
and tree work wood
rck Cali aTih:

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tie 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

SHEL
new .
C.

•NSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free est mate

TRUCKS' Trucks' Trucks' _AURA S Cleaning Scq
Weekly and month',
Pick-ups' Small trucks'
s
4y4s 1 For information call rates Also sp•
cin or Chuck at Rick's Excellent tete•
nyl Roofs & Motor Sales 247-4789
753 9872
LICENSED Ea_
2-oug Jo''
759 4751
520
Boats
& Motors
QUALiTY construction re
Pairs and alteratuort Free
_
son trailer with lights $89C estimates Cl G & A
436 2617
firm 435 4278

'53

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roof•rg sid•n•
painting plumbing, ce- •
crete Free estimates
474-2307 or 753 C7973

Rea

*Four Star *

32' HOUSE boat 100HP
Evinrude motor seeps 6
Mil sacrifice at 53 500
Serious inquiries on)/
759 9895

Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Custom Built Decks
Doors and Knobf.
$8495 and Up
f- r'e• o. W

Services
Offered

B'crze Srr.)-r- 0+'T-Loc Vinyl Skirting
Roots Kool Sealed

eec

Carrawayi
Farms
121 South
Neale Road
753-5522

"Factory Experience
Building & Servicing
Mobile Homes Phone
(502) 492-8488

570

Miller
-

APPl_ANCE REPAIR 'Ate
Service dishwashers dis
est- als ranaes ovens re
gerators
dryers Srpros
•
snakrLs and rtarter, tamed The Ap
eliarise Works Dr Rot Ma
son Rd
,,, - 93
75-f 2455
APPLIANCE

759-4436

GENERAL Carpentry
building and- remodeling.
also roofing Kevin or Ma'.
Penner 759-4422

1987 JIMMY S-15 tul'y
loaded 26 000 miles 1
ertoner, extra sharp
759 1543 or 753-0509

A-1 TREE Set-vice arid
stump removal Your pro
fessional tree seri.. rie
types, romp... a :spieled
feeding Free estimates
50' bucket truck and chip
per Cat 753 0906

A proven
method for over
25 years'
For more information and our
Special prices
call...

FOR most any type drive
way white rock also any
type gravel dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753 6763

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your szerr
tons Cal! Sears To •
for free estimate

1976 18' ARROWGLASS
Runabout 1976 Evin•ude
75HP motor. new paint,
seats, carpet. extras
Needs to be finished Al:
materials Included to finish
$2.500 or trade for bass rig
759 1268

CLEANING!

FOR all your hauling needs
of any kind city or county
call 436 5574

19184 F600 FORD aerial
E.sicket truck new rubber on
the rear fair on the front,
works 40 pole, excellent
condition 345-2561

'988 SfLVERADO 4x4
loaded red and silver. 8400
--es $13000 Call a`t,er
5° M 759-4563

CARPET

"3 cdv
'386'

•
eFRy'iCE

C14

Custom
esed Appliances Bobby
Hopze, '53 497:'
431. R=4Q
"..EANiNG Sehvisi, De
env s c'i"ing.and rarDet
rhamo00
LOW

WI

Woodwork rq

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop

n• •

b,9

•L
:
F7%

PRICES

IMPORT Auto SalvageSpecializing in foreign cars
Open Monday through Saturday, 8a m to 5p m
474-2325

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN

Used
Cars

901-642-3900
Hwy 79 W — Parts

1965 VW Bug for sale o
trade for good set of /4
white letter tires rebuilt engine and some new interior
753-5058
1974 DODGE Monoco
nice car 1976 Olds for
parts 1961 Ford pick up
753 8014
1978 CUTLASS Supreme
59,000 actual miles extra
sharp 753-9823 after
5p m
1978 MARK V Lincoln
88,000 miles good condition Also commercial suntan bed 437-4755

A

Poidable

If,.

DUNAWAY SPa-cling
•. , T1 - r

1967 CHEVROLET pick
up new engine, real sharp
753-4832.ask for Nick
1968 CHEVY pick-up, chi.
t -sisr interior est over
i1000 350 CI 400. auto
transmission Some rust
Good restorable truck
$1200. obo 489-2368 after
5p m

Sun. 12-5
Wiggins Furniture
Shoppers Mall
Robert & Nell Wiggins—Owners
753-4566

re 1 11 t

re

ri tr

In

•
•

It,

For Rent
Or Lease

• -

vovement Quality w
iess F ree est-mates
for $585 429 2663

490

3 BEDROOM shade offstreet parking, couples pre
1978 FORD automatic
fered, .no pets $325'
1979 CHEVROLET Im- PB PS topper, excellent
month 753 6931
pala 4 door, 82.000 miles. condition 489 2435
FOR Rent 2 bedroom very nice family car
1979 FORD Bronco 6" lift
house, 10 miles from Mur- 753-4530
completely rebuilt 460 no.
ray. Lynn Grove area De
posit required Available 1979 VW Rabbit 4 speed, tor, new shocks, drive train.
1538 5 tires lots of extras.
now
7 5 3 4 0 36 or good condition $950
7539181 or 753 8124 after needs finishing Sacrifice at
753 1521 after 6p m
5p m
$3 500 759 1268
NICE 2 bedroom carpeted
washer' dryer hook up
Viala
Also 2 bedroom trailer
Both have stove and reWiggins & Shoppers Mall
frigerator Referekces
2 mi, north of Murray
753 3942
on New-Hwy 641 4-Lane
SMALL 1 bedroom finn
Open Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
ishod cottage in town
753 9968
Store Hrs. 9-5

FOR Lease Business
space, office or retail, good
location, price negotiable
489-2633

'965 FORD pick up V 8
straight shift runs good
$ 55 0
75 3 9 18 1 or
753 8124 after 5p m

•

For All
Your
Roofing
Needs
Call
Steve
Brown
498-8995
Free
Estimates
All Work
Guaranteed
LICENSED electrician, re
sidential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP
Fred s Repair
753-7203
MOBILE HOME Specialist
repair, leveling, underpinning, set-ups tear downs.
roofs, floors, plumbing wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 759-4850
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
759 4850

.

01,1•N 10-4
, 10-2
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Workshop will be held by
NATIONAL TRAINING SERVICE. INC

Holiday Inn, Mayfield, KY
Hwy. 45 By-Pass at St. 121
Thursday, Match 2, 1989
11:00 a.m. OR 7:00 p.m.
A Fee of $5 is Required at Door'
No phone riIç
Bnno penl

l'‘GF 14
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OBITUARIES
Jess G. Anderson

William Lee Dodson
William Lee Dodson, 72, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., died Monday at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a retired park ranger at
Paris Landing State Park, and a
member and elder of Blood River
Church of Christ.
Born Oct. 23, 1916, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son of
Neva Lee Dodson and the late
Claude Dodson.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Estelle Willis Dodson, to whom he
was married on Aug. 28, 1937; two
daughters, Mrs. Fayetta Weatherford, Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Onetta
Milam, Buchanan; one son, William Danny Dodson, Tanner, Ala.:

Graveside services for Jess G.
Following his retirement, he conAnderson will be Wednesday at 3 tinued as Graves County corresp.m. at Maplewood Cemetery, pondent for The Paducah Sun and
Mayfield. Dr. James H. Nash will other newspapers.
officiate.
He was active in many civic and
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is community affairs, including the
in charge of arrangements. There formation of the Mayfield-Graves
will be no visitation.
County War Memorial project after
World War II. The project, comThe family requests that express- pleted in the late 1940s, resulted in
Pallbearers will be Tony Wade,
Duard Parsons, Roy Vassal, Mick- ions of sympathy be in the form of construction of a football stadium,
ey Thurmond, Ricky Weatherford donations to First Presbyterian baseball park and fairgrounds.
and Kevin Weatherford. Burial will Church, Mayfield.
Mr. Anderson also started a
Mr. Anderson, 92, of 321 North program in the late 1950s to profollow in Bethel Cemetery in HenSixth St., Mayfield, died Sunday at vide food baskets for needy famiry County.
5 p.m. at Heritage Manor, lies at Christmas. The American
Friends may call at Ridgeway Mayfield.
Legion later adopted the project.
Morticians, Paris, after 4 p.m.
Mr. Anderson retired Jan. 1. He also helped organize the Graves
today (Tuesday).
1965, after 24 years as editor of the County's first humane society and
Mayfield Messenger. He began his
was the first society president.
newspaper career as a reporter with
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Lura
the Messenger in 1918, and went Lewis Anderson; one daughter,
on to work as sports editor of the
Martha Nell Anderson, Mayfield;
Hospitii.
A retired grocery wholesale Tampa, Fla., Tribune and for the one grandson, Steve Anderson,
Frankfort. One son, Jack Anderson,
salesman, he was a member of Old Louisville Herald Post. He
preceded him in death.
Union Grove Church of Christ returned to Mayfield in 1940.
where he served as song leader for
many years.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Etoille Cain Ray, to whom he was
Mrs. Phillips. 84, Rt. 4, Murray.
The funeral for Mrs. Jessie Orr
married on Dec. 31, 1928; two
Phillips will be Wednesday at 11 died Monday at 3 a.m. at Murraysons, Rob Ray and wife, Kay, Mura.m. at South Pleasant Grove Calloway County Hospital.
ray, and Ronald Ray and wife,
She was preceded in death by
United Methodist Church where
Beverly, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
she was a member. The Rev. Bob two sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Wright
Melba Potts, Paducah; five grandDotson will officiate. Music will be and Mrs. Gilpah Windsor, and two
children; four great-grandchildren.
brothers, Crawford Orr and Ted
by the Church Choir.
Orr.
Pallbearers will, be Darrel Clark,
Mrs. Phillips is survived by her
Robert Clark, Fred Clark, Doris
husband, Leon Phillips; one
Clark, Lowell Key and Hester
daughter, Mrs. Sue Veazey and
Brown. Burial will follow in the husband,
Jerry, Chattanooga,
church cemetery.
Hospital.
Tenn.; one son, Bill Phillips and
He was preceded in death by his
Friends may call until 6 p.m. wife, Mickey. Murray; five grandfather, R. Naylor Clayton; one son, tonight
(Tuesday) at Miller Funeral children; seven greatJames Clayton; one brother, Wil- Home of
grandchildren.
Murray.
burn Clayton; two grandchildren,
Elizabeth Ann Riley and Nicole
Clayton.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Lotwho died in 1973.
The funeral for Robert Nelson
tie Alton Clayton; one daughter,
He was a member of Cottage
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Riley, Rt. 1, Trotter is today at 1 p.m. in the
Grove
Church of Christ, Paris Elks
chapel
of
McEvoy
Funeral Home,
Buchanan; one son, Delbert ClayLodge, American Association of
ton and wife, Alice, Memphis, Paris, Tenn. Larry Vaughan is
Retired Persons, and was an Army
officiating.
Tenn.; his mother, Mrs. Verna
veteran
of World War II.
Lamb Clayton, Murray; eight
Pallbearers are Dr. Bob Baxter,
Born Nov. 23, 1914, he was the
grandchildren, Mark Riley, Mary
Joe Dowdy, C.B. Downey, Gordon son of the late Oda Tilden
Trotter
Ann Riley, Delbert Clayton II,
Edgeman, George Shankle and and Dixie Ann Miller Trotter.
One
David Clayton, Alex Clayton, DanCharles Wilson.
brother, John Wesley Trotter, also
ny Clayton, Bruce Clayton and
Burial will, follow in Walker preceded him in death.
Paul Clayton; eight greatCemetery in Henry County, Tenn.
He is survived by one daughter,
grandchildren.
Mr. Trotter, 74, Cottage Grove, Mrs. Barbara Brown, Atlanta, Ga.;
Tenn., was a former resident of two sisters, Mrs. Lucille Houlle, St.
Murray and operated a service sta- Charles, Mo., and Mrs. Sarah Baxtion here. He was married in 1940 ter, Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.; three
to the former Mary Alice Scates grandchildren.
his mother, Mrs. Neva Lee Dodson,
and one brother, Graham Dodson,
Buchanan; 10 grandchildren; nine
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. at Blood River Church of
Christ. John Dale of Murray and
Ed Bucy of Paris will officiate.

Ralph W.Ray
Services for Ralph W. Ray are
today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Henry Hargis and John Dale are
officiating. Thomas Lee Armstrong
is directing the song service.
Pallbearers are Kevin Ray, Keith
Ray, Raye Hornsby, Don Marine,
Ted Lovett and Tommy Boggess.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Ray, 80, of 1502 London
Dr., Murray, died Sunday at 8:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County

Spriny fire season will begin on
March 1st and continue through
May 15th. During this time it is
illegal to burn between the hours of
midnight and 4:30 p.m. in the
afternoon.
During fire season the forestry
department's airplane will be flying
to report any fires burning before
4:30 p.m. Anyone found burning
illegally will be issued a citation to
appear in court.
Jerry Hayden, forest ranger in
Calloway County is asking the people to bum only after 4:30 p.m.,
and even then you should not burn
if it is dry and windy. If a fire
burns out of control after 4:30 p.m.
the person responsible is liable for
any damage and could Iv—issued a

LS 1-2 =0.250 hi....___-_-I19.00-11925 tvag 10 39-S0
-131.81S3*.00
US 1.2 M0.211 Ma._
US 2-3 Z20-250
A
250.210
Ihs..
US 3-4
Sows
US 1-2 210.350
LS 1.3 106400 ms..5.3000-M-00
CS 1-3 0013-500 lbs.._
-S2i On-31.00
US 1-3 500 and up
-smon-r.00
I's 2-3 300.500
sin
kers 516.001:A00

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+6.43
Goodyear
Presious Close
2250.36
I.B.M.
Air Products
44% +%
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
34% 13 34% A
Jerrie()
AT&T
30 -%
Kmart
Briggs & Stratton
28% +',.'S
Kroger
Chrysler
26 +1
/
4
JCPenne.s
CSX Corp
32% unc
Pensvalt
Dean Foods
29% +Vs
Quaker Oats
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753-3366

for the Department of Education.
Nichols said the trip gives people in diffeent parts of the state
access to the state board and allows
the board members to visit schools
and examine programs throughout
the state.
Besides the state board members,
Nichols said about 20 officials
from the Department of Education
will go to Ashland for the meeting.

end shortly before the 7:30 p.m.
tipoff of the Mississippi-Kentucky
game at Rupp.
Bradley said 20,000 "Keep Sutton" bumper stickers will be given
away.
About 300 faculty senate members, including professors, students
and administrators, more than filled
an auditorium in the school's
Health Sciences Building to hear
the resolution and Roselle's
response.
Roselle said he considers it "terribly appropriate" that the faculty
insist on athletic programs that
comply with Southeastern Conference and National Collegiate Athletic Association regulations.
T..e ensure that the basketball
program plays by the rules, Roselle
said university officials "must be
certain that people running the ath-

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Large Hamburger,

French Fries St Med. Drink

'22
'
Special Good thru March 4

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

753-004.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South

LA

Murray
753-2617
,

Keep Tht Gre', GM

1986 Pontiac

Sunbird SE
5 speed, cassette tape,
39,xxx miles.

Mrs. Edith Barrett
Funeral services for Mrs. Edith
Barrett will be Wednesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Henry
Hargis and Gilbert Gough will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Will Ed Travis, Homer Weatherford, Billy Joe
Stubblefield, Ray Dunn, Bobby
Cochrum and Bobby Hall. Burial
will follow in Hendon Cemetery in
Stewart County, Tenn.
Friends may at the funeral home
after 6 p.m. tonight (Tuesday).

Mrs. Barrett, 83, Rt. 8, Murray,
died Monday at 7 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home. She was the
widow pf Clifton Barrett.
Survivors.are two sons, Robert
Barrett and wife, Wanda, and Preston Barrett and wife, Marilyn. all
of Rt. 8, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Martha Sykes, Stewart, Tenn., and
Mrs. Lofton (Bernice) Cathey, Rt.
4, Murray; four grandchildren, Eric
Barrett, Valerie Barrett, Rhonda
Barrett and James Barrett.

MARCH
CARPET SALE

1988 WHITE MODEL CLOSEOUT
NO PAYMENTS, NO INTEREST
UNTIL MAY 1,1989
Get the best prices of the year
on remaining 1988 models.
Take advantage of big savings
on oil tractors and accessories.
204 R
Self Propelled 21" Mower

Free Installation on 20 yds. or
more, during the month of
MARCH, All Name Brands:
Trackless
Plush
Sculptured
Conunercial
Indoor-outdoor
All On Sale
Month Of MARCH

rapyi

Briggs 8. Stratton Max engine, 21'
convertible side-to-rear discharge Certified Cutry
mower deck, Blade Brake Clutch safety system,

35 H P

'touch' speed control, optional rear-bag conversion kit. Available
Mos Pymts as low as
'15 per mos
Mtg. Suggested Pnce '469'

letic programs can withstand very
close scrutiny."
The NCAA has lodged 18 allegations of wrongdoing against the
basketball program. The university
has responded to the charges, and
will go before the NCAA's Infractions Committee in April.

This
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Spocial

MURRAY. KY.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

'34995
Mfr
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Price

Without Bagger

'449"

Monthly Payments as low as

wallpapering?

'15

Hurry —
Quantities are limited Come In early for
the best selectionl
'stoop, and prep additional
'• Estimated payment with 10% down.as* tat.
at 169% APR

Chestnut St.

Federal-Stale Market %eats Service February A, 1100
Kenturk, Purchase krea Hog Market Report Indudts
Buying Stations Receipts: Act 240, F-0. 500 Barrows a,
Calls 15 lower, Soon under 500 1.00 lowey, OKT 500 1.00

Robert Nelson Trotter

UK Senate salutes Roselle
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
University of Kentucky Faculty
Senate has unanimously approved a
resolution commending President
David Roselle's handling of the
investigation of NCAA allegations
against the school's basketball
program.
The resolution Monday also
praised the university's Board of
Trustees and its athletic board for
the "responsible and professional
manner— in which they responded
to the charges.
In a striking contrast, a group of
Kentucky fans led by a 49-year-old
grocer announced Monday its plans
to hold a rally today that they hope
will save Coach Eddie Sutton's
job.
"I just feel like coach Sutton is
getting a raw deal," said Chuck
Bradley, who runs a grocery store
in Midway. "We don't want UK to
hang him without knowing the
facts.The rally is scheduled to begin at
5:30 p.m. EST today at the Civic
Center Shops, which are located
between Rupp Arena and the Hyatt
Regency Hotel. It is supposed to

Hog market
report listed

Stock Market

State board to meet
ASHLAND. Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Board for Elementary
and Secondary Education will meet
May 1 and 2 in Ashland.
The 16-member board, which
usually meets in Frankfort, convened in Somerset once last year.
"What they said was that they'd
like to have at least one or two
meetings a year out in the state,"
said Gordon Nichols, a spokesman

citation. All fires should be
attended until extinguished.
"Let's all be careful when burning and help prevent forest fires",
Hayden said.

HILLIARD LYONS

Mrs. Jessie Orr Phillips

James Tilman Clayton
Funeral rites for James Tilman
Clayton are today at 2 p.m. at Mt.
Pleasant Uniodb—Methodist Church
where he was a member. The Rev.
Coy Garrett is officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is pianist.
Pallbearers are Mark Riley, Dee
Clayton, Bruce Clayton, Tommy
Ferguson, James Prescott and
Richard Ferguson, active; Raymond Clayton, Herbert Clayton,
Elvis Clayton, Joe B. Adams, Hoyt
McClure and Bill Hudson,
honorary.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Haz„el.
Mr. Clayton, 75, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn., died Sunday at 5 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County

Fire season coming;
burning hours set

'36995

1 7 MORE ROLLS
FOR
LESS DOUGH
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Everyday Low Prices. Over 300 i
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At Participating White Outdoor dealers

Your Nursery &
Service Center

753-6863
"Ask Us"
310 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky.
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30%
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